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   5  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 22 Nov 2014
More from Cllr Hazel Simmons and why Luton will be "open for business" 
ow.ly/EHXRd  #lutonprotests #edl @bedspolice @TheMallLuton

   4  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 22 Nov 2014
EDL & counter demonstrations today. Important reminder for residents, 
businesses & licensed premises: ow.ly/EtauG #LutonProtests

   10  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 21 Nov 2014
#LutonProtests Be smart: think bef re you t! ow.ly/EF62L #EDL 

   7  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 19 Nov 2014
Latest on Saturday's EDL & counter demonstrations including road closures, 
bus routes & taxis ow.ly/EwJl2 #LutonProtests #EDL

   5  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 18 Nov 2014


































    
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
Luton is returning to normal following today’s #LutonDemo. A police presence 
remains. Thank you for your support and co-operation

   6  14 
Ali Javed @AliJaved93 · 27 Jun 2015
Well done @BedsPolice for doing a great job  
#Luton #LutonDemo #BFmarch
   1  1 
Four Counties News @Heart4CNews · 27 Jun 2015
After the #LutonDemo @lutoncouncil leader Hazel Simmons' message to the 
town:
   1  1 
Olly Martins @OllyMartins · 27 Jun 2015
.@TheMallLuton report minimal disruption to town centre trade #LutonDemo 
Good job @bedspolice + forces providing #MutualAid #KeptUsSafe
   1  2 
Ali Javed @AliJaved93 · 27 Jun 2015
More pics from #Luton Station. #LutonDemo 



































































demo, OR demonstration, OR protest, OR EDL, OR "Brita…
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View conversation
 In reply to Daniel Price
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
@dangooner1977 absolutely! The demonstrators will have left luton by then. 
Even during the demo they will be within a tight police cordon


    
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 26 Jun 2015
Information updates relating to tomorrow's demonstration in Luton on 27.6.15 
will appear here and @bedspolice #LutonDemo

   3  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jan 2015
The demonstration has finished and all road closures have been lifted. Have a 
nice evening everyone #LutonDemo ow.ly/H80Ma

    1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jan 2015
Buxton Road will remain closed until the demonstration has finished 
#LutonDemo @bedspolice

    
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jan 2015
We anticipate demo to finish 3-3.30 and closures lifted after that. But will keep 
you posted on exact timings #LutonDemo @bedspolice

   3  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jan 2015
Demo now moving towards Buxton Road. Closures in place on Dunstable Rd, 
Hatters Way, Telford Way, Stuart St #LutonDemo @bedspolice

   3  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 9 Jan 2015
Details of planned march and demonstration in Luton on Sunday 11 January: 
ow.ly/H3g0I

   1  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 31 Dec 2014
UPDATE: The small EDL assembly has now dispersed.

   10  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 31 Dec 2014
A policing operation is in progress as a small number of EDL supporters have 
assembled at the Crawley Road car park.  Business as Usual!

   9  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 30 Dec 2014
Location confirmed for proposed EDL assembly in Luton on New Year's Eve 
ow.ly/GAJty

   2  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 30 Dec 2014
EDL in Luton, 31 December 2014 - latest information from @bedspolice and 
@Lutoncouncil ow.ly/GAJty

   4  2 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
2/2 Rolling closures will be reinstated as necessary. #LutonDemo

   3  3 
Bedf rdshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
2/2 We can confirm we are not aware of any threat against the protestors or 
residents of Luton. #LutonDemo

   9  5 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
1/2 It's been brought to our attention that there are rumours circulating about a 
terrorist threat in Luton.  #LutonDemo

   10  3 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
The #LutonDemo march is continuing through Guildford St. Thanks to motorists 
& residents for their co-operation.

   4  3 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
A counter demo by Unite Against Fascism has formed in Station Road. 
#LutonDemo

   2  4 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
The Britain First march is proceeding as planned. Thanks to the community for 
their co-operation . #LutonDemo

   5  3 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
The #LutonDemo has now begun.

   4  2 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
We aim to prevent disruption to the community during today’s #LutonDemo. We 
encourage residents & businesses to go about their day as usual

   9  8 
Bedf rdshire P lice  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
Rolling road closures will be in eﬀect between Midland Road & Bute Street 1-
4pm for today’s #LutonDemo. Motorists should avoid if possible

   7  4 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
We have a policing plan in place for today’s #LutonDemo and encourage anyone 
taking part or countering to act peacefully & respectfully

   7  5 
View conversation
 In reply to Tommy Robinson
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
Hi @TRobinsonNewEra, please contact 101 to make a report. We cannot take 
reports on Twitter.  Thanks


   2  5 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
Make a diﬀerence this #Ramadan by giving to legitimate, registered charities 
#ChangeThePicture youtu.be/NvBSVvy4154 @ChtyCommission

    2 
Saundra Glenn @OﬃcialSaundra · 27 Jun 2015
We're on news again for all wrong reasons. #Luton is not a majority Muslim time. 
It's still majority white. We like it here!
#LutonDemo
 2  2
Saundra Glenn @OﬃcialSaundra · 27 Jun 2015
It's quieter in parts of Luton. Sad to see some businesses closed for the day. 
Eﬀects of losses? Thanks a bunch @BritainFirst 
#LutonDemo
   3  3 
Corrin  @reaniecat · 27 Jun 2015
Ok, what the hell are we having a demo about this time? #LutonDemo I am so 
bored of it. Go demo somewhere else, we foot the bill last time!
   1  1 
Olly Martins @OllyMartins · 27 Jun 2015
I'm hearing it looks like a normal Saturday in the town centre #LutonDemo 
#OpenForBusiness @bedspolice #KeepingYouSafe
   4  2 
Luton Council  @lutonc uncil · 27 Jun 2015
Closures aﬀecting Midland Rd, HighTown Rd, Burr St, Church St, Guildford St 
and Bute St from 1pm. Plan your journey #LutonDemo @bedspolice

   7  2 
amish Arn ld @arnold_hamish · 27 Jun 2015
Turns out they're getting reading for a Britain First demo #LutonDemo.
  
Ali Javed @AliJaved93 · 27 Jun 2015
L test Pictur s: 60 police vans have arrived at Barnfield Colleg  car p rk. #Luton 
LutonDemo #Protest
   1  
View conversation
 In reply to Luton Council
David Hamman @JSDConsulting · 26 Jun 2015
Business as usual - anybody see problem in that sentence....  @lutoncouncil 
@ThisNation #LutonDemo

    
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 26 Jun 2015
It will be business as usual in the town centre tomorrow with conditions placed 
on demonstrators. Details: ow.ly/OR80K #LutonDemo

   4  1 
John Miller @afcjohnboy · 26 Jun 2015
anyone fancies an old school "hoot" up and down sidestreets pop to Luton 
tomorrow #britainsfirst #lutondemo
    
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jan 2015
Group has arrived at Buxton Rd for speeches so Dunstable Rd/Hatters 
Way/Telford Way/Stuart St are now being reopened #LutonDem  @bedspolice

   1  2 
EDL angels west mids @EDLangelsWMids · 23 Nov 2014
#NFSE #EDL #ETID #DEMOBUZZZZZ #LUTONDEMO 
    2 
EDL angels west mids @EDLangelsWMids · 20 Oct 2014
Not to be missed peeps #FEETONTHESTREETS #DEMOBUZZZZZ 


































Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Cllr Jacqui Burnett, Exec Member for community cohesion, welcomes 
successful police injunctions o  behalf of the community

   4  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
2/2 She is pleased Lutonians have gone about their business as usual in The 
Mall and town centre.

   1  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
1/2 Council Leader Cllr Hazel Simmons praises Luton’s ‘dignified response to 
nwelc me visitors’.

   3  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Normal Saturday afternoon in Luton town centre. Summer has arrived in the 
jewel of Bedfordshire :-) @bedspolice

   9  5 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Tweet us a pic if you're at Lewsey or Rushbridge festivals today. Beautiful 
summer's day in L-town ow.ly/NAHAC

   1  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Closures aﬀecting Mi land Rd, HighTown Rd, Burr St, Church St, Guildford St 
and Bute St from 1pm. Plan your journey #LutonDemo @bedspolice

   7  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Community Festivals taking place in both Lewsey and Rushbridge Primary East 
Luton TODAY. Join in the fun! ow.ly/NAHAC

   2  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Head down to Lewsey Park 10-5pm to take part in Lewsey's Community 
Festival. ow.ly/OQ0Rt

   2  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 26 Jun 2015
Please go about your usual business tomorrow. Come do your shopping. Family 
































Back to top ↑
   5  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 5 May 2012
A firework has been found by police in Park Street and dealt with. There are no 
further issues. #lutonprotests #edl #uaf

   11  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 5 May 2012
We Are Luton protest group awaiting arrival of further coaches at Wardown 
Park. #lutonprotests

   6  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 5 May 2012
Police are moving into position at both protest sites. There are no issues at 
present.

   7  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 5 May 2012
EDL protestors ar  gathering at Park Street. There are n  problems at resent.

   7  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 5 May 2012
It’s been really quiet in the town through the night.  Police oﬃcers arriving in 
Luton to ensure continued safety #lutonprotests #edl #uaf

   10  1 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 4 May 2012
Op Jersey – 5 May #lutonprotests. To receive updates on the day text POLICE to 
88020. Read Ts&Cs #EDL #UAF #WeAreLuton 
bedfordshire.police.uk/advice_centre/…

   6  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 4 May 2012
Op Jersey – 5 May #lutonprotests #EDL #UAF #WeAreLuton. For further 
information go to bedfordshire.police.uk/advice_centre/…

   1  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 4 May 2012
Bedfordshire Police is committed to the town centre & Bury Park being protest 
free. Rumours contrary to this are not true. #lutonprotests

   11  
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 4 May 2012
Rumours that EDL will come to Bury Park are untrue. Agreement signed  to 
protest in Park St. Robust policing will ensure this #lutonprotests

   21  






























































































   1  
#HandsOﬀAlAqsa @TruthBeckonss · 17 Jul 2014
#Luton Demo Freedom For #Gaza Friday 18 July 3 PM #GazaUnderAttack #UK 
@FriendsofAlAqsa
   2  
Rυтнαηαѕια Ƥαℓєѕтιηє @Ruthanasia · 17 Jul 2014
#SpreadTheWord #Luton #Demo for #Gaza Friday 18th July 3-6pm #BDS Please 
#RT #WorldStandsUpForGaza #FreePalestine
   1  1 
View conversation
 In reply to Gυrpreet
Gυrpreet @GurpsNijjar · 15 Jul 2014
@GurpsNijjar Luton demo

    
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1 new result
View conversation
 In reply to Northern Kitty
m @mustbemick · May 4
@NorthernKitty69 @MILINKYO @GoldingBF look, people always lie about BF. I 
went to a Luton demo. Numbers were more than what trolls say and

    
Kevin Courtney (NUT) @cyclingkev · Mar 21
Hands oﬀ our schools
Luton demo
5:30pm Wed 23 March
Town Hall steps 
   23  11 
View conversation
gazzamk @GaryGazzamk · Mar 19
@ThisWasEngland @TRobinsonNewEra @fiaz_co that was the luton demo near 
the uni
    1 
Pie n Mash Squad @carnagekatie · Mar 14
Luton demo Saturday, page is gonna be shut later, everyone knows where they 
need to be, its gonna be fun. Just... fb.me/7M6Wa8Bxa
   1  1 
NORBET @NORBET · Mar 13
Far-right group #BritainFirst mocked after holding #Luton demo through their 
laptops ln.is/politicalscrap… via @psbook
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Free family festivals happening in Luton tomorrow: ow.ly/NM0oi
   3  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 12 Jun 2015
Luton's Mayor will be raising the flag in support of Armed Forces Day on 
Monday 22 June at 10.30am #SaluteOurForces ow.ly/Od6uw

   2  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jun 2015
It's #CarersWeek. Meet other local carers tomorrow 12-3pm at All Saint's 
Church, Luton. ow.ly/NRwae

   1  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jun 2015
We’re consulting on our Statement of Licensing Policy, which includes public 
safety & crime prevention. Have your ay ow.ly/O5Vvj

    1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jun 2015
Fasting this Ramadan? Practice fasting a few days before to establish an 
eﬀective eating and sleeping schedule. @NHS_LCCG #RamadanHealth

    
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 11 Jun 2015
Luton's family festival season continues this Saturday. More free events with fun 
activities ow.ly/NM0oi

   1  

   2  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 30 Jun 2015
It's 25 degrees tside! Stay safe by wearing high factor sun cream and keeping 
in the shade. ow.ly/OYQkP

   2  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 30 Jun 2015
Enjoying the sunshine today? Make sure you stay hydrated with plenty of water 
and fruit juices ow.ly/OYpD5

    
View conversation
 In reply to The Morganator
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 30 Jun 2015
@Bedtonman Hi - just to confirm that we have started the legal process for 
eviction. In terms of restricting access, options are limited


    
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 29 Jun 2015




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































   3  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 12 Sep 2015
Anyone for Zuma? Join in now at This is Luton Festival, St George's Square, 
Luton 

   1  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 12 Sep 2015
Want to know more about diﬀerent cultures? Come to This is Luton Festival 
today,  St George's Square, Luton 

   5  4 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 12 Sep 2015
Join us at This is Luton Festival today St George's Square featuring face 
painting,  bouncy castle, music & dance 





























































































   24  11 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 6 Jul 2015
Luton commemorating 10 year anniversary of London Bombings tomorrow 
5:30pm in the Town Centre. ow.ly/PdG7G

   2  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 3 Jul 2015
A minute's silence to remember the victims of the #TunisiaAttack - Luton stands 
united against terror #RIP

   10  4 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 3 Jul 2015
A condolence book, in memory of victims of the Tunisian attack, can also be 
signed in Luton Town Hall reception. ow.ly/P5MVW

   1  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 2 Jul 2015
In memory of the #TunisiaAttack victims a minute's silence will be held outside 
Luton Town Hall tomorrow at 12pm. 





























































































































































































































Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · Feb 18
Have a voice in your community, West Luton Area Board takes place on 23 
February.For details ow.ly/YqQob

   5  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · Feb 16
Are you an education provider in Luton? If so, you might have to be registered 
with the Department for Education. 

   3  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · Feb 15
Airport expansion also moving forward. More great news for Luton's economy 
#ThinkLuton
 
First columns for the covered walkway from Short Term 
Car Park to Terminal. Up up and away!  
   4  5 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · Feb 15
Great to see the Luton Enterprise Zone moving forward. Potential to bring 
thousands of new jobs to Luton #ThinkLuton
 
     
Good introductory Board meeting for the EZ today. Lots of work to do
   7  9 
London Luton Airport @LDNLutonAirport
#transformingLLA
Laura Church @LauraChurchLBC
@EntZonesGov @lutoncouncil @SEMLEP @thinkluton @LutonAirportLTN

































   4  3 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 19
Emergency services have been stood down following an incident in Westbourne 
Road #Luton.

   4  2 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 16
Budding bobbies to show oﬀ their hat-tricks at Luton Carnival 
ow.ly/uFHs300eI7H

   3  1 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 11
We've been in Luton today passing on info about local services which can 
support victims of domestic abuse and their families #policelive

   2  4 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 6
We're investigating a serious assault that happened in #Luton yesterday. Anyone 
with information please call 101
mymsg.eu/1pgs

   4  1 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 5
Luton is a brilliant place to live & the majority of people live together in harmony, 
embracing multi-culturalism #24hoursinpolicecustody

   23  25 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 5
Agree - the vast majority of people in Luton get on brilliantly & are a credit to the 
town! #24hoursinpolicecustody

 At last the custody sergeant puts this pair into perspective.  We 
get on in Luton
   6  8 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 5
Tonight's episode of #24hoursinpolicecustody is called Love Thy Neighbours 
and looks at multiculturalism in #Luton. @Channel4 in 30mins!

   6  3 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · May 4











































































































































































































































































































326 people like this
137 people have been here
Invite friends to like this Page
4.2 




Search for posts on this Page
ABOUT
The Parrot
St Georges day is here.
Hog roast, live music @ 3pm
St Goerge arriving @ 3pm
Don't miss the celebration.
HAPPY ST GEORGES DAY TO YOU ALL
23 April 2010
   Comment    Share
2
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
The Parrot
is almost ready for "ST GEORGES DAY" on the Friday 23rd April. If you
have not been in and tried the Penny raffle you need to get in quick, chance
to win £600 first prize. Will be drawn on St Georges Day evening. The
Parrot will also have live music from a local band and a Hog Roast. Put this
date in your diary, book it off work and celebrate St Georges Day
26 March 2010 · 
   Comment    Share
4
Barbara Nassir Stevens Wilson Wish I was still in Texas to enjoy it with you.
Is anyone going to make any pies by Haley Apples?
26 March 2010 at 05:24 · Like
June Peak What time does it start Dad and I are interested (only in first prize
in the raffle) ha ha only kidding. Serious about what time does it start, sounds
like a lot of fun.
30 March 2010 at 13:54 · Like
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
The Parrot added 17 new photos to the album Christmas
Eve.
27 December 2009 · 
+14









Lithium Tattoo & Piercing
Tattoos & piercing
Pubs in Luton
English (UK) · English (US) · Polski · Español · 
Português (Brasil)





26 October 2013 · 
Like    Comment
Tracey Wilson
5
25 October 2013 · 






Press Enter to post.
The Parrot
Has more raffle prizes & auction items coming in each day. CK bags &
smellies, signed rugby shirts and footballs, wine, champagne, meal for 4
and muc  more. Ladbrokes have said they will double what ever we raise
for "Help the Heroes". Waiting on confirmation of some armed forces
personnel turning up to open the event, hoping for a piper and banners.....
£2 a ticket all goes to a very worthy cause.
14 November 2009 · 
   Comment    Share
View 1 more comment
The Parrot Thanks Sis....
17 November 2009 at 02:06 · Like
Tracey Peak i will send u cheque with kyle birthday card i better win lol xx
17 November 2009 at 15:34 · Like
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
The Parrot
has tickets for "HELP FOR HEROES" on the 5th December. Competitions,
Raffles, food and DJ in the evening. £2 per ticket all monies going to
H4H.....
6 November 2009 · 
   Comment    Share
Tracey Peak can i buy raffle tickets even if i dont get to day x
6 November 2009 at 14:37 · Like
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
The Parrot
is holding a "Help For Heroes" charity day on the 5th December (a
Saturday). Put it in ya diaries.....moreinfo to follow
16 October 2009 · 
   Comment    Share
1
June Peak Sorry won't be able to make it dad has got his annual red robes
and beard day at work.
18 October 2009 at 13:33 · Like
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
The Parrot
Ok no bids for holiday :o(( Raffle tickets on sale at the Parrot and Enzo's.
Draw will be Sunday 20th Sptember. Tickets £10.......4 nights for upto 5
peopl  for a tenner, its for charity :o)
11 September 2009 · 
   Comment    Share
The Parrot
A holiday for 4 nights for upto 5 people in Blackpool. Can be taken when
suits you (this year or next). Bids being taken as of now.......all money goes
to the charity fund. At the moment we have got about £800.00 from last
Sundays great day. A BIG thanks to you all.










































































Sign up now to get your
own personalized
timeline!
You may also like ·
Refresh
Back to top ↑
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 29 Jun 2011
FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO HAVE TROUBLE SPELLING***
AOCDRNDICG TO RSCHEEARCH AT CMABRIGDE UINERVTISY, IT 
DSENO'T MTAETR... http://fb.me/11iw19zTL
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 28 Jun 2011
Sun's done a runner but still warm, and humid and sticky and calm 
and....... Bring the bloody sun back
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 27 Jun 2011
Sun's up, 22 degrees already gonna be another scorcher
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 25 Jun 2011
Another great night last night....music was fantastic.Thank to all who 
came and made it so much fun.
Next week... ht p://fb.me/Q49GmSMP
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 24 Jun 2011
End of the week, weekend almost here. Party tonight music start  at 8.
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 23 Jun 2011
now has a twitter account - thep rr t_luton
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 23 Jun 2011
Don't f rget tomorrow nigh  Music starts at 8pm........
    
The Parrot Pub @Theparrot_luton · 23 Jun 2011
The parrot pub in Luton is a family local in the heart of the community






















































































































































































































































































Write something on this Page...
The Parrot added 6 new photos.
Not a sight anyone wanted to see. Great times and brilliant memories
17 March · 
+3
   Comme t    Share
2
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
The Parrot
Well it look like it is going to happen ☹
The Parrot has been de-tinned and seems to be ready for demolition. A
very sad event.
3 March · 
   Comment    Share





Study Home Find Friends 2The Parrot
Figure'8(6)%–"Demolition"of"The"Parrot"pub"(2016)"
Image&from&The&Parrot&Facebook&page!(Accessed!3rd!June!2016)!























































































































































Luton Central Masjid will be featured LIVE on BBC - Three Counties Radio
on the Chetan Pathak show discussing recent achievement by two
particular students, Hafiz Uthman Farooq and Hafiz Kamran Zeb.
Please listen today at 6:45pm onwards and spread the word. ... See more
BBC - Three Counties Radio - Live
BBC Three Counties Radio - local news, sport and information for Beds, Herts and
Bucks.
BBC.CO.UK
   Comment    Share
1




(Please forward to all Luton residents)
This Saturday at 1pm (1st June 2013), the EDL (English Defence League)
will be conducting a ‘Wreath Laying Ceremony’ at the War Memorial at the
Town Hall.
We advise all brothers & especially sisters to avoid the town centre for this
reason.
Although the EDL claim that this will be a ‘peaceful’ & ‘silent’ event –
We know from previous events & demos & the history of the EDL that their
gatherings have been violent, full of public disorder, racist, prejudiced, anti
Islamic & anti-Muslim – which is very far from ‘peaceful’.
Please be vigilant & try to avoid the town centre this Saturday.
If any incident does occur CALL THE POLICE IMMEDIATLEY.
Thank You.
1 June 2013 · 
   Comment    Share
2
Press Enter to post.
Write a comment...
Luton Central Mosque updated their cover photo.
21 December 2012 · 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Cllr Jacqui Burnett, Exec Member for community cohesion, welcomes 
successful police injunctions on behalf of the community

   4  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
2/2 She is pleased Lutonians have gone about their business as usual in The 
Mall and town centre.

   1  1 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
1/2 Council Lea er Cllr Hazel Simmons praises Luton’s ‘dignified response to 
unwelcome visitors’.

   3  3 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Normal Saturday afternoon in Luton town centre. Summer has arrived in the 
jewel of Bedfordshire :-) @bedspolice

   9  5 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Tweet us a pic if you're at Lewsey or Rushbridge festivals today. Beautiful 
summer's day in L-town ow.ly/NAHAC

   1  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Closures aﬀecting Midland Rd, HighTown Rd, Burr St, Church St, Guildford St 
and Bute St from 1pm. Plan your journey #LutonDemo @bedspolice

   7  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Community Festivals taking place in both Lewsey and Rushbridge Primary East 
Luton TODAY. Join in the fun! ow.ly/NAHAC

   2  
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Head down to Lewsey Park 10-5pm to take part in Lewsey's Community 
Festival. ow.ly/OQ0Rt

   2  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 26 Jun 2015
Please go about your usual business tomorrow. Come do your shopping. Family 
festivals across town too: ow.ly/OR8Qu #LutonDemo

  2
Saundra Glenn @OﬃcialSaundra · 27 Jun 2015
We're on news again for all wrong reasons. #Luton is ot a majority Muslim time. 
It's still majority white. We like it here!
#LutonDemo
   2  2 
Saundra Glenn @OﬃcialSaundra · 27 Jun 2015
It's quieter in parts of Luton. Sad to see some businesses closed for the day. 
Eﬀects of losses? Thanks a bunch @BritainFirst 
#LutonDemo
   3  3 
Corrina @reaniecat · 27 Jun 2015
Ok, what the hell are we having a demo about this time? #LutonDemo I am so 
bored of it. Go demo somewhere else, we foot the bill last time!
   1  1 
Olly Martins @OllyMartins · 27 Jun 2015
I'm hearing it looks like a normal Saturday in the town centre #LutonDemo 
#OpenForBusiness @bedspolice #KeepingYouSafe
   4  2 
Luton Council  @lutoncouncil · 27 Jun 2015
Closures aﬀecting Midland Rd, HighTown Rd, Burr St, Church St, Guildford St 
and Bute St from 1pm. Plan your journey #LutonDemo @bedspolice

   7  2 
Hamish Arnold @arnold_hamish · 27 Jun 2015
Turns out they're getting reading for a Britain First demo #LutonDemo.
    
Ali Javed @AliJaved93 · 27 Jun 2015






























































    1 
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
Luton is returning to normal following today’s #LutonDemo. A police presence 
remains. Thank you for your support and co-operation

   6  14 
CitiBlog Luton @CitiBlogLuton · 27 Jun 2015
Luton RFC’s Teshurn Edwards joins Hertford RFC 
lutonblog.co.uk/2015/06/27/lut…
    
Bedfordshire Police  @bedspolice · 27 Jun 2015
Bedfordshire Police successfully facilitates demonstrations in Luton 
bit.ly/1BKmL0K

   4  8 
Remedy Sound @Remedy_sound · 27 Jun 2015

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Version Number 2 – 26/03/15 
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 
REC Reference Number: REP/14/15-47 
YOU WILL BE GIVEN A COPY OF THIS INFORMATION SHEET 
Exploring how religion, wealth and ethnicity shapes our everyday lives in Britain 
I would like to invite you to participate in this research project which forms part of my PhD 
research. You should only participate if you want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage 
you in anyway. Before you decide whether you want to take part, it is important for you to 
understand why the research is being done and what your participation will involve. Please take 
time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask me if 
there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information. 
What is the purpose of the study? 
The aim of this study is to enable people from across Oxford/Luton to reveal the complex ways that  
religion, wealth, and/or ethnicity shapes their day to day life in the City/Town. The reason for doing 
this is to create a real-life sense of the different communities in Oxford/Luton. My particular interest 
is in public space (streets, markets, parks and open-access buildings), and how such spaces can 
be occupied by people in a variety of ways to build their communities. I am also interested to see 
how these spaces can also restrict some communities, and how different people feel more 
comfortable in some public places than in others within Oxford/Luton. To do this I am inviting 
people to take part in some informal interviews with me, giving them the chance to tell me their 
thoughts and experiences on the city/town. I am also exploring the use of a method called 
‘Participant Photography’. Basically, I will be giving willing volunteers the chance to take photos of 
places around the city/town to deepen my understanding of the things they talk to me about in our 
interviews. 
Why have I been invited to take part? 
I am inviting a number of adults from around Oxford/Luton to take part in the study. People are 
being selected for a number of reasons. The vast majority of people are being selected because I 
have met them in one of a number of public places in the city/town; places such as sports clubs, 
community centres, religious buildings, and social spaces. I will also be inviting a small number of 
official people to participate in this research. For example I will try to interview a number of local 
councillors and local government representatives. Officials are being selected to explore how 
religion, ethnicity, and wealth are understood in the city/town from an official perspective. 
Do I have to take part? 
Participation is voluntary. You do not have to take part. You should read this information sheet and 
if you have any questions you should contact me at any time (email: julian.shaw@kcl.ac.uk). You 
should not agree to take part in this research until you have had all your questions answered 
satisfactorily. 
What will happen to me if I take part? 
If you decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and will be asked to sign 
a consent form. At a time convenient for you, I will then call you to discuss the interview procedure 
with you. Next you will be given the interview topic guide. With your consent, I will arrange to 
interview you in a time and place that we can both agree on. 
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The interview will take approximately one hour and be based on the interview topic guide, but it is 
designed to be flexible so as to meet your needs. The interview will be recorded, subject to your 
permission. Recordings of interviews will be deleted after transcription. Even if you have decided to 
take part, you are still free to cease your participation at any time and to have research data/
information relating to you withdrawn without giving any reason up to the point of publication in 
summer 2016. 
During some interviews I may ask if you are willing to take part in the ‘participant photography’ 
method I am employing. Once again, this is a voluntary method, and there is no pressure or 
expectation on you to take part. If you do agree to take part you will have to agree to certain points 
in the original consent form.  
For the participant photography method I will be asking participants for the following month after 
the interview, to take around 20 photographs in the public places of Oxford/Luton that we have 
spoken about in our interview. It will be left to you to choose how, where and when these photos 
are taken. 
After the photos have been taken I will arrange to meet with you again for a follow-up informal 
interview where you can show me the photos and explain why you took them in the way that you 
did. This will help me to develop my understanding of how you use and view the public spaces of 
Oxford/Luton. 
What are the possible risks of taking part? 
There are no foreseeable risks in participating in the study. All of your interviews, discussions, and 
photographs will be kept anonymous, and only used with your permission. The main disadvantage 
to taking part in the study is that you will be donating around an hour or two of your time to 
influence the understanding of this research. It is possible that you may find answering some of the 
questions challenging. This is unlikely but if it were to occur the interview could be terminated at 
any time. 
What are the possible benefits of taking part?  
There are no direct benefits to taking part. However, the information I get from the study will help to 
influence current academic interest in ethnic and wealth identities in the UK, and the importance of 
public space.  
Will my taking part be kept confidential? 
What is said in the interviews and shown in photos taken are regarded as strictly confidential and 
will be held securely until the research is finished. Your participation is entirely voluntary. If you 
change your mind, you are free to stop your participation and to have your data withdrawn without 
giving any reason up to the point of publication in Summer 2016. All data for analysis will be 
anonymised. In reporting on the research findings, I will not reveal the names of any participants. I 
will also never identify the organisation where you work without permission.  
The UK Data Protection Act 1998 will apply to all information gathered within the interviews and 
held on password-locked computer files and locked cabinets within King’s College London. No 
data will be accessed by anyone other than me; and anonymity of the material will be protected by 
using false names. No data will be able to be linked back to any individual taking part in the 
interview. You may withdraw your data from the project anytime up to the point of publication in 
Summer 2016. All recordings of data on audio-equipment will be deleted after transcription. If you 
ask me to withdraw your data at any time before Summer 2016 I will remove all traces of it from 
the records. 
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How is the project being funded? 
This project is being funded through a scholarship from the Economic and Social Research 
Council (ESRC). The study is being conducted by a full-time King’s College London post-graduate 
student. The study has been approved by the King’s College London Research Ethics Committee. 
What will happen to the results of the study? 
I will produce a final report summarising the main findings, which will be sent to you. I also plan to 
disseminate the research findings through publication and conferences in both the UK and around 
the world. 
Who should I contact for further information? 
If you have any questions or require more information about this study, please contact me using 
the following contact details:  
Julian Shaw 
Department of Geography 





What if I have further questions, or if something goes wrong? 
   
If this study has harmed you in any way or if you wish to make a complaint about the conduct of 
the study you can contact King's College London using the details below for further advice and 
information:  
  
Student Supervisor:  
Dr Daanish Mustafa 
Department of Geography  
King's College London  





Tel: +44 (0)20 7848 1667 
Thank you for reading this information sheet and for considering taking part in this 
research. 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH STUDIES 
 
Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet 
and/or listened to an explanation about the research. 
Title of Study: Exploring how religion, wealth and ethnicity shapes 
our everyday lives in Britain 
King’s College Research Ethics Committee Ref: REP/14/15-47 
Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organising the 
research must explain the project to you before you agree to take part. If you have 
any questions arising from the Information Sheet or explanation already given to you, 
please ask the researcher before you decide whether to join in. You will be given a 
copy of this Consent Form to keep and refer to at any time. 
I confirm that I understand that by ticking/initialling each box I am consenting 
to this element of the study. I understand that it will be assumed that unticked/
initialled boxes mean that I DO NOT consent to that part of the study. I 
understand that by not giving consent for any one element I may be deemed 
ineligible for the study. 
  
1. *I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated 
[26/03/15 Version 2] for the above study. I have had the opportunity to 
consider the information and asked questions which have been 
answered satisfactorily. 
2. *I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw at any time without giving any reason. Furthermore, I 
understand that I will be able to withdraw my data up to the point of 
publication in the summer of 2016. 
3. *I consent to the processing of my personal information for the 
purposes explained to me.  I understand that such information will be 
handled in accordance with the terms of the UK Data Protection Act 
1998. 
4. *I understand that my information may be subject to review by 
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5. *I consent to the one of the following levels of anonymity in the final 
research publication: 
A: I wish to remain completely anonymous. It will be impossible to 
determine who I am from the research publication. 
B: I wish to remain anonymous, but I am happy for the following 
job title to be ascribed to me: 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 
7. I agree to be contacted in the future by King’s College London researchers 
who would like to invite me to participate in follow up studies to this project, or 
in future studies of a similar nature. 
9. I agree that the research team may use my data for future research and 
understand that any such use of identifiable data would be reviewed and 
approved by a research ethics committee. (In such cases, as with this project, 
data would/would not be identifiable in any report). 
10. I understand that the information I have submitted will be published as a 
report and I wish to receive a copy of it. 
 
11. I consent to my interview being audio recorded. 
 
12. I understand that I must only take part if I am an adult (aged 18-65) and have 
received and understood the information sheet provided. 
 
15. I agree to maintain confidentiality of anything spoken about during interviews. 
 
16. I understand that any photos I take for the ‘participant photography’ method 
will be owned by me, and I will be required to sign and date any photographs 
used in the final research report. 
 
17. I understand that by signing and dating any photographs I take for the 
‘participant photography’ method gives permission to the researcher to use 
these photographs in the final research report. 
 
18. I understand that I am responsible for the content and subject of any 
photographs taken for the ‘participant photography’ method. 
 
19. I agree that all photos I take for the ‘participant photography’ method will be 
taken in public places. 
__________________               __________________              _________________ 
Name of Participant                 Date        Signature 
__________________               __________________              _________________ 
Name of Researcher                 Date        Signature
! 332#
12(4).#Surveys##
!
a.!LutonSpace#Quick#Questionnaire#
!
The!quickest!to!complete!survey!that!I!designed!was!called!the!LutonSpace!Quick!
Questionnaire.!This!survey!was!designed!for!participants!who!weren’t!willing!to!
spend!a!long!time!answering!questions,!but!might!be!willing!to!spend!a!minute!
looking!through!the!survey!on!their!phone!or!tablet!while!travelling!to!work,!for!
example.!!
!
On!the!whole!the!LutonSpace!Quick!Questionnaire!was!designed!as!a!‘click’!survey;!
meaning!that!participants!could!click!an!answer!to!a!question,!rather!than!
formulating!an!answer!themselves.!Naturally!this!limited!the!depth!of!responses.!
However,!it!also!encouraged!a!greater!number!of!responses!than!the!other!surveys,!
and!the!data!used!could!be!quantified!into!tables!and!charts;!aiding!the!deeper!
description!that!formed!the!larger!part!of!my!narrative.!
!
In!total,!there!were!582!participants!for!this!survey!online.!While!not!all!
respondents!filled!in!answers!to!every!question,!I!did!not!discount!any!respondent!
for!this.!It!just!meant!that!the!analysis!of!certain!questions!had!more!or!less!
responses!to!be!looked!at.!
!
The!actual!online!survey!can!be!accessed!at:!
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LutonSpaceQuick!(Still!accessible!on!11th!
December!2017)!
!
Before!the!15Uquestions!asked!in!the!questionnaire,!a!brief!introduction!was!
provided.!It!said!the!following:!
!
Welcome'to'the'Quick&1(minute&Questionnaire&This'is'part'of'my'PhD'
research'project''LutonSpace'''
! 333"
!
[To!find!out!more!on!this!research!go!to:lutonspace.wordpress.com]

All!opinions!expressed!in!this!survey!will!be!kept!confidential+and+
anonymous.!!
!
The!sections,!questions,!and!possible!answers!to!the!LutonSpace!Quick!
Questionnaire!were!then!as!follows:!
!
PART%1:%YOUR%DETAILS%!
!
[The!reason!for!asking!for!this!information!is!to!ensure!that!I!am!selecting!
participants!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds.!All!of!this!information!will!be!kept!
confidential.]!!
%
1.! How%old%are%you?%!
[You%must%be%over%18%to%take%part%in%this%survey]%!
!
"! 18"25!yrs!!
"! 26"40!yrs!!
"! 41"55!yrs!!
"! 55+!yrs!!
!
2.! What'is'your'sex?'!
"! Male!
"! Female!
!
3.! What'is'your'relation'to'Luton?''
[Please'select'all'options'that'apply'to'you]'!
"! I!live!in!Luton!
"! I!work!in!Luton!
! 334#
"! I!worship!in!Luton!!
"! I!socialise!in!Luton!!
"! I!grew!up!in!Luton!!
"! I!shop!in!Luton!!
!
4.! How&would&you&describe&your&ethnicity?&!
[Please'select'one'option'from'the'drop3down'list]''
!
"! Arab!
"! Asian!Bangladeshi!
"! Asian!Pakistani!
"! Asian!British!
"! Asian!Chinese!
"! Asian!Indian!
"! Black!African!
"! Black!British!
"! Black!Caribbean!!
"! White!&!Asian!
"! White!&!Black!African!
"! White!&!Black!Caribbean!
"! White!British!
"! White!English!
"! White!Gypsy!or!Traveller!
"! White!Irish!
"! White!Scottish!
"! White!Welsh!
"! White!Northern!Irish!
"! Other!(please!specify)!
!
! 335#
5.! What#is#your#religion?##
[These&categories&are&defined&by&the&UK&Census]&!
!
"! No!religion!
"! Christian!
"! Buddhist!!
"! Hindu!
"! Jewish!
"! Muslim!
"! Sikh!
"! Other!religion!(please!describe)!
!
6.! How&would&you&describe&your&employment&status?&&
[Select'all'options'that'apply'to'you]''
!
"! Unemployed!!
"! Self"Employed!(Part"time)!!
"! Self"Employed!(Full"time)!!
"! Full"time!Employed(Current!employer!for!5!years!or!more)!!
"! Full"time!Employed(Current!employer!less!than!5!years)!!
"! Part"time!Employed!!
"! Student!(Higher!Education)!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
"! Private!Sector!Employee!!
"! Public!Sector!Employee!!
"! Managerial!Position(Managing!5!or!more!employees)!!
"! Managerial!Position(Managing!less!than!5!employees)!!
"! Apprentice!Employee!!
"! Internship!Employee!!
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!
PART#2:#LOCAL#ISSUES#IN#LUTON##
!
[A!few!questions!on!the!local!issues!you!see]!
!!
7.! What#are#the#biggest#issues#facing#Luton#today?##
[These&options&are&based&on&previous&survey&responses&and&do&not&reflect&the&
opinions&of&the&researcher&6&add&others&if&you&think&an&issue&is&missing]&!
!
"! Drug!Use/Gangs!!
"! Poverty!
"! It's!Image/Reputation!!
"! Extremism!
"! Racism!!
"! Immigration!
"! Lack!of!Jobs/Unemployment!!
"! Corruption!
"! Traffic!Congestion!!
"! Homelessness!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
!
!
8.! Where'in'Luton'are'you'most'likely'to'go'to'talk'about'local'issues?''
[Answers(based(on(previous(survey(responses(2(not(opinion(of(researcher](!
!
"! Pub!
"! Community!Centre!!
"! Local!Councillor/MP!!
"! No!where!!
"! Online/Social!Media!!
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"! Public!Park!
"! In!my!home!
"! The!Mall!!
"! Religious!Building!!
"! At!Work!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
!
PART%3:%LUTON%PLACES%%
!
[Your!day"to"day!places!in!Luton]!!
!
9.! What'parts'of'town'do'you'spend'most'time'in?'
!
"! Barnfield!!
"! High!Town!!
"! Biscot!!
"! Icknield!!
"! Bramingham!!
"! Leagrave!!
"! Challney!!
"! Lewsey!!
"! Crawley!!
"! Limbury!!
"! Dallow!!
"! Northwell!!
"! Farley!!
"! Round!Green!!
"! Saints!!
"! Stopsley!!
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"! South!(Luton)!!
"! Sundon!Park!!
"! Wigmore!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
!
10.!What(parts(of(town(do(you(avoid?(
!
"! Barnfield!!
"! High!Town!!
"! Biscot!!
"! Icknield!!
"! Bramingham!!
"! Leagrave!!
"! Challney!!
"! Lewsey!!
"! Crawley!!
"! Limbury!!
"! Dallow!!
"! Northwell!!
"! Farley!!
"! Round!Green!!
"! Saints!!
"! Stopsley!!
"! South!(Luton)!!
"! Sundon!Park!!
"! Wigmore!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!
!
11.!Why&do&you&avoid&the&places&you&selected&above?&&
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[Feel%free%to%be%honest%.%this%is%an%anonymous%and%confidential%survey]%%
!
PART!4:!CELEBRATIONS,!PROTESTS!+!POLICING!PUBLIC!SPACE!!
!
This!section!is!looking!to!hear!your!opinions!on!performances,!celebrations,!
protests!and!demonstrations!that!occasionally!happen!in!public!spaces!in!Luton.!
Please!feel!free!to!add!any!options!to!questions!if!your!opinions!are!not!offered.!!
!
Don't&forget&+&all&answers&will&be&kept&confidential&and&anonymous.&&
!
12.!Which(public(street(performances/celebrations(do(you(attend(in(Luton?((
[Select'all'the'events'that'you'go'to]'!
!
"! Luton!International!Carnival!!
"! Luton!Mela!
"! St.!Patrick's!Day!
"! St.!George's!Day!!
"! Festival!of!Transport!
"! Other!(please!tell!me!of!other!public!events!that!you!attend...)!!
!
!
13.!Why'do'you'go'to'the'performances/celebrations'mentioned'above?''
[Select'all'answers'that'apply'to'you.'Please'feel'free'to'add'any'answers'that'
are'not'included]''
'
!! Entertainment*
!! Relaxation*
!! Meeting*with*friends*
!! Meeting*new*people*
!! For*new*experiences*
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!! Interacting*with*strangers*
!! To*support*the*organisers*
!! Other*reasons*that*you*attend*these*events...**
!! To*be*proud*of*your*community**
!! To*be*seen*supporting*the*event**
!! Something*to*do*
!! For*work!related*networking**
!! To*promote*my*business/work**
!! I*don't*go*to*any*events**
*
14.!In&your&opinion,&where&should&political&protests&be&allowed&to&happen&in&
Luton?&&
[Please'select'all'options'that'you'agree'with,'and'add'additional'options'if'you'
wish]'!
!
"! In!any!street!
"! In!St.!George's!Square!
"! In!the!Mall!
"! In!a!public!park!
"! In!religious!buildings!
"! In!the!Town!Hall!
"! In!commercial!properties!
"! Anywhere!
"! Only!where!Bedfordshire!Police!decide!!
"! Only!where!people!aren't!inconvenienced!!
"! Only!where!Luton!Borough!Council!decide!!
"! Other!(Please!suggest!other!places!where!protests!should/shouldn't!happen!in!
Luton)!!
!
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!
15.!In$your$opinion,$what$are$the$biggest$issues$about$
protests/demonstrations$in$Luton?$$
[Again,(please(be(reassured(your(opinions(will(be(kept(confidential(and(
anonymous]((
!
"! Too!much!Policing!
"! Too!little!Policing!
"! Too!much!media!attention!!
"! Eruptions!of!violence!
"! Costs!of!Policing!!
"! Protests!create!tensions!
"! Not!enough!spaces!to!protest/demonstrate!
"! Too!many!restrictions!on!protests/demonstrations!!
"! Too!few!restrictions!on!protests/demonstrations!!
"! Disruptions!to!day"to"day!living!!
"! Other!thoughts/comments...!
!
!
! !
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b.!Opinions!of!Luton!Survey!
!
The!first!survey!that!I!designed!was!called!the!Opinions!of!Luton!survey.!This!survey!
was!designed!for!participants!who!were!willing!to!spend!time!answering!questions,!
and!were!most!likely!recruited!from!face>to>face!contact!with!me!during!my!
empirical!research.!!
!
On!the!whole!the!Opinions!of!Luton!survey!was!designed!as!an!in!depth!qualitative!
survey;!meaning!that!participants!would!write!answers!in!full!prose,!offering!their!
own!interpretation!of!the!questions,!and!steering!their!answers!towards!their!own!
priorities.!
!
In!total,!there!were!382!participants!for!this!survey!online.!While!not!all!
respondents!filled!in!answers!to!every!question,!I!did!not!discount!any!respondent!
for!this.!It!just!meant!that!the!analysis!of!certain!questions!had!more!or!less!
responses!to!be!looked!at.!
!
The!actual!online!survey!can!be!accessed!at:!
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OpinionLuton!(Still!accessible!on!11th!December!
2017)!
!
Before!the!12>questions!asked!in!the!questionnaire,!a!brief!introduction!was!
provided.!It!said!the!following:!
!
This%is%a%quick%online%survey%that%is%being%conducted%to%inform%a%PhD%research%
project(from(King’s(College(London.((
(
[To(find(out(more(on(this(research(go(to:lutonspace.wordpress.com]((
(
All(opinions(expressed(in(this(survey(will(be(kept(confidential+and+
anonymous.((
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!
The!sections,!questions,!and!possible!answers!to!the!Opinions!of!Luton!survey!were!
then!as!follows:!
!
1.! What%is%your%relation%to%Luton?%!
(Select'as'many'of'the'options'that'apply'to'you)''
'
"! I!live!in!Luton!
"! I!work!in!Luton!
"! I!socialise!in!Luton!
"! I!worship!in!Luton!
"! I!shop!in!Luton!
"! I!was!brought!up!in!Luton!!
!
After!this!question,!as!on!each!page!of!the!survey,!there!was!the!following!
information!provided:!
!
**IF$YOU$ARE$IN$A$RUSH$DON'T$LEAVE$3$PLEASE$CONSIDER$DOING$THE$13
MINUTE$QUICK$QUESTIONNAIRE**$**CLICK$HERE**$!
If#you#have#a#bit#more#time#(it's#only#5#minutes),#I#would#rather#that#you#
continued#with#this#survey.#Thanks.#!
!
!
PART%1:%LOCAL%ISSUES%!
[A!few!questions!on!the!local!issues!you!see]!!
%
2.! What%are%the%biggest%issues%facing%Luton%today?%!
[Your&opinion&matters]&&
&
3.! Where%in%Luton%are%you%most%likely%to%go%to%talk%about%local%issues%or%local%
politics?%!
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!
PART#2:#LUTON#PLACES#!
[Your!day*to*day!places!in!Luton]!!
!
4.! What%parts%of%town%do%you%spend%most%time%in?%!
!
5.! What%parts%of%town%do%you%avoid?%(And%why?)%!
[Feel%free%to%be%as%honest%as%you%like%3%these%answers%are%confidential%and%
anonymous]%%
!
PART%3:%LUTON%PROTEST%!
[Your!opinions!on!protest!in!Luton]!!
!
6.! Have%you%been%involved%in%any%protests/demonstrations/marches%in%
Luton*?If%so,%please%tell%me%about%your%experience%(what%was%the%event,%
what%happened,%where%was%it,%etc.)%*All$responses$will$be$kept$completely$
anonymous$!
!
7.! Where%do%you%think%protests%should%be%allowed%in%Luton?%And%why?%!
!
8.! Where%do%you%think%protests%should%not%be%allowed%in%Luton?%And%why?%!
!
9.! How$much$do$you$think$the$Police$and$Luton$Borough$Council$should$
intervene$in$protests$in$Luton?$!
!
FINAL$PART:$YOUR$DETAILS$!
[The!reason!for!asking!for!this!information!is!to!ensure!that!I!am!selecting!
participants!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds.!All!of!this!information!will!be!kept!
confidential.]!!
!
10.!How$old$are$you?$!
[You%must%be%over%18%to%take%part%in%this%survey]%!
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!
"! 18"25!yrs!!
"! 26"40!yrs!!
"! 41"55!yrs!!
"! 55+!yrs!!
!
11.!What%is%your%sex?%!
!
"! Male!
"! Female!
!
12.!How$would$you$describe$your$ethnicity?$!
[Please'select'one'option'from'the'drop3down'list]'!
!
"! Arab!
"! Asian!Bangladeshi!
"! Asian!Pakistani!
"! Asian!British!
"! Asian!Chinese!
"! Asian!Indian!
"! Black!African!
"! Black!British!
"! Black!Caribbean!!
"! White!&!Asian!
"! White!&!Black!African!
"! White!&!Black!Caribbean!
"! White!British!
"! White!English!
"! White!Gypsy!or!Traveller!
"! White!Irish!
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"! White!Scottish!
"! White!Welsh!
"! White!Northern!Irish!
"! Other!(please!specify)!
!
! !
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c.! Luton!Protest!Survey!
!
The!final!survey!that!I!designed!was!called!the!Luton!Protest!survey.!This!survey!was!
designed!to!seek!participants!with!particular!experience/opinions!on!protesting!in!
Luton.!These!participants!were!primarily!sought!using!online!social!media!
advertising!(Facebook!and!Twitter).!
!
On!the!whole!the!Luton!Protest!survey!was!designed!as!a!qualitative!survey;!
meaning!that!participants!would!write!answers!in!full!prose,!offering!their!own!
interpretation!of!the!questions,!and!steering!their!answers!towards!their!own!
priorities.!
!
In!total,!there!were!only!61!participants!for!this!survey!online.!It!is!considered!that!
the!low!turnHout!comes!from!the!specificity!of!the!topic!H!meaning!that!many!
people!were!not!interested!in!taking!part!H!or!that!those!with!opinions!were!not!
keen!to!share!on!a!survey!that!focused!on!the!question!of!protest.!
!
This!survey!chose!to!mix!both!qualitative!and!quantitative!questions!in!order!to!
allow!for!respondents!to!offer!a!variety!of!responses.!
!
The!actual!online!survey!can!be!accessed!at:!
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/LutonProtests!(Still!accessible!on!11th!
December!2017)!
!
Before!the!12Hquestions!asked!in!the!questionnaire,!a!brief!introduction!was!
provided.!It!said!the!following:!
!
Welcome'to'this'1"minute)Questionnaire)on'Luton'Protests'This'is'part'of'my'
PhD'research'project''LutonSpace'''
'
[To'find'out'more'on'this'research'go'to:lutonspace.wordpress.com]
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
All#opinions#expressed#in#this#survey#will#be#kept#confidential+and+
anonymous.##
!
The!sections,!questions,!and!possible!answers!to!the!Opinions!of!Luton!survey!were!
then!as!follows:!
!
PART%1:%YOUR%DETAILS%!
[The!reason!for!asking!for!this!information!is!to!ensure!that!I!am!selecting!
participants!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds.!All!of!this!information!will!be!kept!
confidential.]!!
%
1.! How%old%are%you?%!
[You%must%be%over%18%to%take%part%in%this%survey]%!
!
"! 18"25!yrs!!
"! 26"40!yrs!!
"! 41"55!yrs!!
"! 55+!yrs!!
2.! What'is'your'sex?'!
!
"! Male!
"! Female!
!
3.! What%is%your%relation%to%Luton?%%
[Please'select'all'options'that'apply'to'you]'%
%
1! I%live%in%Luton%
1! I%work%in%Luton%
1! I%worship%in%Luton%%
1! I%socialise%in%Luton%%
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1! I%grew%up%in%Luton%%
1! I%shop%in%Luton%%
%
4.! How&would&you&describe&your&ethnicity?&!
[Please'select'one'option'from'the'drop3down'list]'!
!
"! Arab!
"! Asian!Bangladeshi!
"! Asian!Pakistani!
"! Asian!British!
"! Asian!Chinese!
"! Asian!Indian!
"! Black!African!
"! Black!British!
"! Black!Caribbean!!
"! White!&!Asian!
"! White!&!Black!African!
"! White!&!Black!Caribbean!
"! White!British!
"! White!English!
"! White!Gypsy!or!Traveller!
"! White!Irish!
"! White!Scottish!
"! White!Welsh!
"! White!Northern!Irish!
"! Other!(please!specify)!
!
5.! What'is'your'religion?''
[These&categories&are&defined&by&the&UK&Census]&!
!
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"! No!religion!
"! Christian!
"! Buddhist!!
"! Hindu!
"! Jewish!
"! Muslim!
"! Sikh!
Other!religion!(please!describe)!
!
6.! How&would&you&describe&your&employment&status?&&
[Select'all'options'that'apply'to'you]'!
!!
"! Unemployed!!
"! Self"Employed!(Part"time)!!
"! Self"Employed!(Full"time)!!
"! Full"time!Employed(Current!employer!for!5!years!or!more)!!
"! Full"time!Employed(Current!employer!less!than!5!years)!!
"! Part"time!Employed!!
"! Student!(Higher!Education)!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
"! Private!Sector!Employee!!
"! Public!Sector!Employee!!
"! Managerial!Position(Managing!5!or!more!employees)!!
"! Managerial!Position(Managing!less!than!5!employees)!!
"! Apprentice!Employee!!
"! Internship!Employee!!
!
PART%2:%LOCAL%ISSUES%IN%LUTON%!
[A!few!questions!on!the!local!issues!you!see]!!
%
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7.! What%are%the%biggest%issues%facing%Luton%today?%%
[These&options&are&based&on&previous&survey&responses&and&do&not&reflect&the&
opinions&of&the&researcher&6&add&others&if&you&think&an&issue&is&missing]&!
!
"! Drug!Use/Gangs!!
"! Poverty!
"! It's!Image/Reputation!!
"! Extremism!
"! Racism!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
"! Immigration!
"! Lack!of!Jobs/Unemployment!!
"! Corruption!
"! Traffic!Congestion!!
"! Homelessness!!
!
8.! Where'in'Luton'are'you'most'likely'to'go'to'talk'about'local'issues?''
[Answers(based(on(previous(survey(responses(2(not(opinion(of(researcher](!
!
"! Pub!
"! Community!Centre!!
"! Local!Councillor/MP!!
"! No!where!!
"! Online/Social!Media!!
"! Other!(please!specify)!!
"! Public!Park!
"! In!my!home!
"! The!Mall!!
"! Religious!Building!!
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"! At!Work!!
!
PART%3:%PROTESTS%+%POLICING%PUBLIC%SPACE%!
This!section!is!looking!to!hear!your!opinions!on!protests!and!demonstrations!that!
occasionally!happen!in!public!spaces!in!Luton.!Please!feel!free!to!add!any!options!to!
questions!if!your!opinions!are!not!offered.!!
!
Don't!forget!+!all!answers!will!be!kept!confidential!and!anonymous.!!
!
9.! Have'you'been'involved'in'a'protest/demonstration'in'Luton*?''
*Your&answers&will&be&kept&anonymous&!
!
"! Yes!!
"! No!
!
10.!If#you#answered#YES#above,#please#tell#me#a#bit#about#your#experience#(what#
was#the#protest,#what#happened,#etc.)##
#
11.!In%your%opinion,%where%should%political%protests%be%allowed%to%happen%in%
Luton?%%
[Please'select'all'options'that'you'agree'with,'and'add'additional'options'if'you'
wish]'!
!
"! In!any!street!
"! In!St.!George's!Square!
"! In!the!Mall!
"! In!a!public!park!
"! In!religious!buildings!
"! In!the!Town!Hall!
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"! Other!(Please!suggest!other!places!where!protests!should/shouldn't!happen!in!
Luton)!!
"! In!commercial!properties!
"! Anywhere!
"! Only!where!Bedfordshire!Police!decide!
"! Only!where!people!aren’t!inconvenienced!
"! Only!where!Luton!Borough!Council!decide!
!
12.!In&your&opinion,&what&are&the&biggest&issues&about&
protests/demonstrations&in&Luton?&&
[Again,(please(be(reassured(your(opinions(will(be(kept(confidential(and(
anonymous](!
!
"! Too!much!Policing!
"! Too!little!Policing!
"! Too!much!media!attention!!
"! Eruptions!of!violence!
"! Costs!of!Policing!
"! Other!thoughts/comments...!!
"! Protests!create!tensions!
"! Not!enough!spaces!to!protest/demonstrate!
"! Too!many!restrictions!on!protests/demonstrations!!
"! Too!few!restrictions!on!protests/demonstrations!!
"! Disruptions!to!day"to"day!living!!
! !
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12(5).$LutonSpace$Recruitment$Flyer$$
In!order!to!recruit!participants!to!take!part!in!the!surveys!that!I!was!conducting!
in!Luton,!I!created!a!‘flyer’!that!was!printed!in!A5.!I!carried!these!to!all!
interviews,!observations,!and!visits!that!I!made!to!Luton.!If!an!opportunity!
presented!itself,!I!would!hand!a!flyer!out!to!potential!participants.!The!website!
mentioned!on!the!flyer!would!give!the!potential!participant!the!chance!to!fill!in!
the!survey,!and!to!visit!the!LutonSpace!website!to!find!out!more!about!the!
research!(see!Appendix!7.).!An!example!of!the!flyer!is!presented!below:!
!
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12(6).#LutonSpace#Advert#in#4#Languages#
!
On!Facebook!I!advertised!the!research!that!I!was!doing!to!all!Facebook!users!who!
had!identified!their!‘location’!as!Luton!(+10"mile!radius).!By!clicking!on!the!advert,!
users!would!be!directed!to!the!quick!questionnaire!page!(which!also!contained!links!
to!the!LutonSpace!website!–!see!Appendix!7.).!With!the!help!of!a!number!of!
colleagues,!I!was!able!to!develop!this!advert!into!4!different!languages,!in!order!to!
meet!some!of!the!most!prevalent!groups!in!Luton.!These!adverts,!and!their!
language,!are!shown!below.!
!
!
1.! LutonSpace!Facebook!Advert!"!English(translation!
!
!
2.! LutonSpace+Facebook+Advert+!"Urdu"Advert"
+
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+
3.! LutonSpace+Facebook+Advert+3+Polish'Advert'
+
+
4.! LutonSpace+Facebook+Advert+–+Bengali(Advert+
!
+ !
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12(7).!LutonSpace!Website!
!
A!key!part!of!the!recruitment!of!participants!for!my!empirical!research!was!found!in!
developing!a!website!that!potential!participants!could!access.!In!order!to!create!the!
website,!the!project!itself!was!branded!as!‘LutonSpace:!Public!Spaces!from!Public!
Perspective’.!This!branding!was!used!for!the!website!
(https://lutonspace.wordpress.com/).!At!the!bottom!of!this!section!is!a!screen!shot!
of!the!website’s!homepage,!to!show!its!design!and!style.!First!of!all,!however,!it!is!
important!to!present!the!details!included!on!the!key!pages;!the!‘Home’!page,!‘The!
Research’!page,!and!the!‘FAQs’!page.!!
!
[Note:'Originally'a'‘participatory'photography’'method'was'planned'to'be'carried'
out'with'participants.'This'method'is'mentioned'in'the'text'on'the'LutonSpace'
website.'However,'this'method'did'not'get'adopted'in'the'eventual'empirical'
research.'Time'constraints'and'the'judgement'of'the'researcher,'meant'that'the'
method'was'abandoned'before'any'photographs'were'taken]'
!
‘Home’!page!text:!
!
LUTON:!PUBLIC!SPACE,!PUBLIC!PERSPECTIVE!
!
DO!YOU!USE!PUBLIC!SPACE!IN!LUTON?!
—!
IF!YES,!#PARTICIPATE!NOW!!
!
If!you!use!public!spaces!in!Luton!and!you!haven’t!participated!in!the!research!yet,!
then!please!click!to!find!out!how!to!participate!
.!
GO!STRAIGHT!TO!THE!PARTICIPANT!POLL:!
HTTPS://WWW.SURVEYMONKEY.COM/R/OPINIONLUTON!
!
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!
‘The!Research’!page!text:!
$
WHAT$MAKES$A$SPACE$PUBLIC?!
!
Public!space!is!a!term!that!conjures!a!different!idea!for!everyone!in!the!UK.!From!
concrete!play!areas!and!residential!streets,!to!rolling!country!estates!and!grand!
central!plazas,!notions!of!public!space!range!widely.!But!what!makes!a!space!
public?!
!
By!turning!to!the!work!of!the!political!and!social!theorists!Hannah!Arendt!and!Henri!
Lefebvre,!this!research!is!attempting!to!provide!a!potential!answer!to!this!question.!
To!do!that,!this!research!is!interested!in!exploring!how!a!space!becomes!(and!
remains)!public!in!the!sense!that!these!theorists!describe.!This!can!be!through!its!
use,!through!its!reputation,!and!through!the!interactions!between!people!that!take!
place!in!it.!This!is!why!some!of!the!spaces!that!have!been!selected!for!this!study!you!
may!not!have!immediately!associated!with!public!space.!Spaces!such!as!pubs,!
mosques,!sports!clubs,!and!churches.!It!is!also!why!social!movements!are!being!
considered!–!social!movements!could!be!considered!as!moving!‘spaces’!of!
community!solidarity.!
!
The!plan!is!to!bear!witness!to!some!potentially!public!spaces,!both!fixed!and!
moving,!to!meet!with!the!different!communities!who!use!these!spaces,!and!to!
develop!an!understanding!of!how!these!space!have!become!public!for!the!
communities!who!use!them.!
$
WHY$LUTON?$
!
When!designing!this!research!some!key!factors!had!to!be!considered;!limited!time!
(fieldwork!had!to!be!completed!by!January!2016)!and!limited!resources!(only!one!
researcher!travelling!from!London!each!day).!Thus!it!was!decided!that!a!single!
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central!case!study!should!be!selected!in!the!UK,!with!a!second!option!available!if!
time!permitted.!
!
This!central!case!study,!it!was!decided,!should!be!a!small!urban!settlement!
somewhere!outside!London!–!somewhere!that!wasn’t!too!far!to!travel!to!by!public!
transport!from!King’s!College!London.!Such!an!urban!space!would!have!the!
potential!to!contain!a!large!number!of!well!used!community!spaces!in!a!relatively!
confined!geographical!area.!In!addition!to!this,!the!research!wanted!a!town!that!
contained!great!diversity!in!its!population!–!diversity,!it!was!hoped,!would!mean!
many!communities!using!multiple!public!spaces.!So,!by!being!a!small!urban!area!
with!a!diverse!population,!this!research!expects!the!central!case!study!to!offer!
many!different!communities!using!many!different!spaces!that!are!in!close!proximity!
to!each!other.!
!
As$a$result$Luton$was$selected$as$the$ideal$place$to$carry$out$this$research.$
!
DON’T&FORGET&TO&PARTICIPATE:!
HTTPS://WWW.SURVEYMONKEY.COM/R/OPINIONLUTON!
!
TO&LEARN&MORE&ABOUT&PARTICIPATING&–&CLICK&HERE&
#PARTICIPATE!
!
‘FAQs’!page!text:!
!
FREQUENTLY&ASKED&QUESTIONS!
&
Why&have&I&been&invited&to&take&part?!
!
I!am!inviting!a!number!of!adults!from!around!Luton!to!take!part!in!the!study.!People!
are!being!selected!for!a!number!of!reasons.!Some!people!are!being!selected!
because!I!have!met!them!in!one!of!a!number!of!public!places!in!the!city/town;!
places!such!as!sports!clubs,!community!centres,!religious!buildings,!and!social!
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spaces.!Other!people!are!being!invited!to!take!part!because!they!have!visited!this!
website!and!feel!that!they!have!relevant!experience!or!opinions!to!inform!the!
study.!And!still,!others!are!being!invited!because!their!details!have!been!passed!on!
to!the!researcher!through!someone!else!that!he!has!spoken!to!in!Luton!–!people!
who!a!participant!thinks!may!be!able!to!assist!in!the!research.!
$
Do$I$have$to$take$part?!
!
Participation!is!voluntary.!You!do!not!have!to!take!part.!You!should!read!all!
information!on!this!website!and!if!you!have!any!questions!you!should!contact!Julian!
at!any!time!(email:![details!removed]).!You!should!not!agree!to!take!part!in!this!
research!until!you!have!had!all!your!questions!answered!satisfactorily.!
$
What$will$happen$to$me$if$I$take$part?$
!
If!you!decide!to!take!part!you!should!complete!the!participant!poll.!The!researcher,!
Julian,!will!collect!all!of!the!data!in!this!poll.!From!this!data!he!will!be!selecting!
around!30!participants!to!invite!for!an!informal!chat.!If!Julian!selects!your!poll!
response,!he!will!inform!you!by!email.!You!will!also!be!given!an!information!sheet!
to!keep!and!will!be!asked!to!sign!a!consent!form.!At!a!time!convenient!for!you,!
Julian!will!then!arrange!the!informal!chat!with!you!in!a!time!and!place!that!you!can!
both!agree!on.!
!
The!informal!chat!will!take!approximately!one!hour!and!be!based!on!an!‘interview!
topic!guide’,!but!it!will!be!designed!to!be!flexible!so!as!to!meet!the!research!needs.!
The!interview!will!be!recorded,!subject!to!your!permission.!The!reason!for!the!
recording!is!so!that!the!researcher!can!focus!on!your!answers!rather!than!trying!to!
write!notes!while!you!are!talking.!For!your!reassurance,!all!recordings!of!interviews!
will!be!deleted!after!transcription.!
Even!if!you!have!decided!to!take!part,!you!are!still!free!to!cease!your!participation!
at!any!time!and!to!have!research!data/information!relating!to!you!withdrawn!
without!giving!any!reason!up!to!the!point!of!publication!in!summer!2016.!
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During!some!interviews!the!researcher!may!ask!if!you!are!willing!to!take!part!in!the!
‘participant!photography’!method.!Once!again,!this!is!a!voluntary!method,!and!
there!is!no!pressure!or!expectation!on!you!to!take!part.!If!you!do!agree!to!take!part!
you!will!have!to!agree!to!certain!points!in!the!original!consent!form.!
!
For!the!participant!photography!method!the!researcher!will!be!asking!participants!
for!the!following!month!after!the!interview,!to!take!around!20!photographs!in!the!
public!places!of!Luton!that!they!have!spoken!about!in!the!informal!chat.!It!will!be!
left!to!you!to!choose!how,!where!and!when!these!photos!are!taken.!
!
After!the!photos!have!been!taken!the!researcher!will!arrange!to!meet!with!you!
again!for!a!followbup!chat!where!you!can!explain!why!you!took!the!photos!in!the!
way!that!you!did.!This!will!help!the!researcher!to!develop!my!understanding!of!how!
you!use!and!view!that!public!space!in!Luton.!
!
What$are$the$possible$risks$of$taking$part?$
!
There!are!no!foreseeable!risks!in!participating!in!the!study.!All!of!your!chats,!
discussions,!and!photographs!will!be!kept!anonymous,!and!only!used!with!your!
permission.!The!main!disadvantage!to!taking!part!in!the!study!is!that!you!will!be!
donating!around!an!hour!or!two!of!your!time!to!influence!the!understanding!of!this!
research.!It!is!possible!that!you!may!find!answering!some!of!the!questions!
challenging.!This!is!unlikely!but!if!it!were!to!occur!the!interview!could!be!terminated!
at!any!time.!
!
What$are$the$possible$benefits$of$taking$part?$$
!
There!are!no!direct!benefits!to!taking!part.!However,!the!information!I!get!from!the!
study!will!help!to!influence!current!academic!interest!in!public!space!and!
communities!in!the!UK.!
!
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Will$my$taking$part$be$kept$confidential?$
!
What!is!said!in!the!interviews!and!shown!in!photos!taken!are!regarded!as!strictly!
confidential!and!will!be!held!securely!until!the!research!is!finished.!Your!
participation!is!entirely!voluntary.!If!you!change!your!mind,!you!are!free!to!stop!
your!participation!and!to!have!your!data!withdrawn!without!giving!any!reason!up!to!
the!point!of!publication!in!Summer!2016.!All!data!for!analysis!will!be!anonymised.!
In!reporting!on!the!research!findings,!I!will!not!reveal!the!names!of!any!participants.!
I!will!also!never!identify!the!organisation!where!you!work!without!permission.!
!
The!UK!Data!Protection!Act!1998!will!apply!to!all!information!gathered!within!the!
interviews.!No!data!will!be!accessed!by!anyone!other!than!the!researcher!(Julian!
Shaw);!and!anonymity!of!the!material!will!be!protected!by!using!false!names!if!
requested.!No!data!collected!on!site!will!be!linked!back!to!any!individual!taking!part!
in!the!interview.!You!may!withdraw!your!data!from!the!project!at!any!time!up!to!
the!point!of!publication!in!Summer!2016.!All!recordings!of!data!on!audiob
equipment!will!be!deleted!after!transcription.!If!you!ask!the!researcher!to!withdraw!
your!data!at!any!time!before!Summer!2016!they!will!remove!all!traces!of!it!from!the!
records.!
!
For!confidentiality!and!anonymity!details!click$here.!
!
How$is$the$project$being$funded?$
!
This!project!is!being!funded!through!a!scholarship!from!the!Economic!and!Social!
Research!Council!(ESRC).!The!study!is!being!conducted!by!a!fullbtime!King’s!College!
London!postbgraduate!student.!The!study!has!been!approved!by!the!King’s!College!
London!Research!Ethics!Committee.!
!
What$will$happen$to$the$results$of$the$study?$
!
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Julian!will!produce!a!final!report!summarising!the!main!findings,!which!will!be!sent!
to!all!participants!who!would!like!a!copy.!He!also!plans!to!disseminate!the!research!
findings!through!publication!and!conferences!in!both!the!UK!and!around!the!world.!
!
Who#should#I#contact#for#further#information?#
!
If!you!have!any!questions!or!require!more!information!about!this!study,!please!
contact!Julian!using!the!following!contact!details:!
!
Address:![details!removed]!
Email:![details!removed]!
!
What%if%I%have%further%questions,%or%if%something%goes%wrong?%
!
If!this!study!has!harmed!you!in!any!way!or!if!you!wish!to!make!a!complaint!about!
the!conduct!of!the!study!you!can!contact!King’s!College!London!using!the!details!
below!for!further!advice!and!information:!
!
Student%Supervisor:%[details!removed]!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
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12(8).!Newspaper!+!Misc.!Archives!
!
As!part!of!my!secondary!data!research,!I!looked!through!a!number!of!Newspaper!archives,!
both!online!and!in!libraries!(in!particular,!Luton!Central!Library).!The!details!of!these!
searches!are!contained!in!Chapter!6!of!my!thesis.!In!this!section!of!the!Appendix,!I!detail!all!
of!the!newspaper!references!that!were!directly!made!in!the!thesis.!There!is!also!reference!
to!some!additional!sources,!such!as!legal!sources!related!to!the!High!Court!hearing!with!the!
leaders!of!Britain!First!and!Bedfordshire!Police!(2015),!and!reference!to!a!letter!that!
participants!at!a!‘Community!Cohesion’!conference!in!Luton!(2015)!received!from!Luton!
Borough!Council!in!their!welcome!pack.!!
!
These!references!are!in!the!order!that!the!archives!are!referenced!in!the!main!body!of!the!
thesis:!
!
a.!The!Manchester!Guardian!(1942)!“Luton’s!Fight:!Its!Threatened!Industry”,!Article!from!
The$Manchester$Guardian!(1901U1959)!from!30th!November!1942,!p.6.!using;!Guardian!
Archive!(2009)!Guardian$News$and$Media$Archive!Website,!Accessed!online!at:!
https://search.proquest.com/hnpguardianobserver/index!(Accessed!on!7th!August!2017,!
using!KCL!login)!
!
b.!The!Manchester!Guardian!(1919)!“The!Luton!Riots:!Comparison!with!French!Revolution”,!
Article!in!The$Manchester$Guardian$(1901U1959)!from!31st!July!1919,!p.7,!using;!Guardian!
Archive!(2009)!Guardian$News$and$Media$Archive!Website,!Accessed!online!at:!
https://search.proquest.com/hnpguardianobserver/index!(Accessed!on!7th!August!2017,!
using!KCL!login)!
!
c.!ParrisULong,!A.,!(2014)!“Appeal!for!calm!as!EDL!march!looms”,!Article!in!Luton$Today!
published!on!20th!November!2014,!Accessed!at:!
http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/crime/appealUforUcalmUasUedlUmarchUloomsU1U6427347!
(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
d.!Luton!Today!(2015)!“VIDEO:!Bus!Anchors!itself!in!Luton!for!a!cheesy!promotion”,!Article!
from!Luton$Today!on!10th!March!2015,!Accessed!at:!
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http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/community/communityUnews/videoUbusUanchorsU
itselfUinUlutonUforUaUcheesyUpromotionU1U6624456!(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
e.!Luton!Today!(2016)!“Town!throws!celebration!for!The!Queen”,!Article!from!Luton&Today!
on!12th!April!2016,!Accessed!at:!
http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/community/communityUnews/townUthrowsU
celebrationUforUtheUqueenU1U7323942!(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
f.!ParrisULong,!A.,!(2014)!“Public!sector!protesters!march!through!Luton!during!strike”,!
Article!from!Luton&Today!on!10th!July!2014,!Accessed!at:!
http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/community/communityUnews/publicUsectorU
protestersUmarchUthroughUlutonUduringUstrikeU1U6171515!(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
g.!!!!!ParrisULong,!A.,!(2014)!“Appeal!for!calm!as!EDL!march!looms”,!Article!in!Luton&Today!
published!on!20th!November!2014,!Accessed!at:!
http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/crime/appealUforUcalmUasUedlUmarchUloomsU1U6427347!
(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
h.!Kelly’s!Directory!(1914)!Kelly’s&Directory&of&Bedfordshire,&Huntingdonshire,&and&
Northamptonshire,&with&coloured&maps,&1914,!London:!Kelly’s!Directories!Ltd!
!
i.!Greenfield,!E.,!(1963)!“Luton!not!simply!an!affluent!town”,!Article!in!The&Guardian&(1959U
2003)!from!31st!October!1963,!p.3.,!using;!Guardian!Archive!(2009)!Guardian&News&and&
Media&Archive!Website,!Accessed!online!at:!
https://search.proquest.com/hnpguardianobserver/index!(Accessed!on!7th!August!2017,!
using!KCL!login)!
!
j.!Luton!Today!(2015)!“Helping!spread!message!of!faith”,!Article!in!Luton&Today!from!13th!
July!2015,!Accessed!at:!http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/community/communityU
news/helpingUspreadUmessageUofUfaithU1U6847170!(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
k.!!Luton!Today!(2010)!“’Troublemakers!will!not!be!tolerated’!–!council”,!Article!in!Luton&
Today!from!23rd!July!2010,!Accessed!at:!
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http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/local/troublemakersUwillUnotUbeUtoleratedUcouncilU1U
1037720!(Accessed!on!20th!June!2016)!
!
l.!!!!!!A!letter!contained!within!an!information!pack!at!Luton!Borough!Council’s!‘Community!
Cohesion’!Conference!(2015).!The!letter!is!from!Cllr.!Jacqui!Burnett!(Portfolio!Holder,!
People!and!Places,!Luton!Borough!Council)!dated!26th!November!2015.!To!contents!of!the!
letter!are!as!follows:!
!
“Dear!Colleague,!
!
Thank!you!for!your!attendance!and!participation!in!today’s!conference!on!
Community!Cohesion.!
!
Luton,!like!many!place,!has!changed!and!is!increasingly!influenced!by!event!
internationally,!nationally!and!locally.!
!
Luton!has!had!to!face!some!specific!challenges!in!terms!of!cohesion.!Whilst!the!
national!media!has!focused!on!the!extremes!of!Luton’s!community!we!believe!that!
the!resilience!of!our!communities!has!been!resolute!and!has!risen!to!meet!this!
challenge!which!has!been!demonstrated!by!the!results!of!The!Neighbourhood!
Governance!Programme’s!Residents’!Survey,!undertaken!by!1,234!residents!from!
June!to!August!2014.!82%!of!residents!agreed!that!people!from!different!
backgrounds!got!on!well!together!in!their!local!area.!
!
The!aim!of!this!conference!is!to!develop!a!shared!multiPagency!understanding!of!
community!cohesion!in!Luton!and!to!collect!views,!evidence!and!information!to!
produce!a!draft!strategy!and!action!plan.!
!
I!look!forward!to!meeting!you!all!at!what!hopefully!will!be!a!positive!and!productive!
event.!
Yours!sincerely!
!
Cllr.!Jacqui!Burnett”!
!
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m.!!!Kesby,!J.,!(1997a)!“Mayhem!at!The!Parrot”!newspaper!article!in!Luton&Herald!(31st!July!
1997),!Accessed!on!17th!June!2015!in!Luton!Central!Library!archive!
!
n.!!!Kesby,!J.,!(1998)!“Gangs!clashed!in!the!Battle!of!Farley!Hill”,!Newspaper!article!in!Luton&
Herald!(2nd!April!1998),!Accessed!on!17th!June!2015!in!Luton!Central!Library!archive!
!
o.!!!!!Kesby,!J.,!(1997b)!“A!wall!of!silence!and!call!for!calm”,!Newspaper!article!in!Luton&
Herald!(21st!August!1997),!Accessed!on!17th!June!2015!in!Luton!Central!Library!archive!
!
p.!Thirlaway,!V.,!(2016)!Chief!Constable!of!Bedfordshire!v!Golding![2015]!EWHC!1875!(QB),!
European&Journal&of&Current&Legal&Issues,!22(1):pp.1U4!
!
q.!Lamb!Chambers!(2015)!Chief&Constable&of&The&Bedfordshire&Police&v&(1)&Golding;&(2)&
Fransen&[2015]&EWHC&1875&(QB),!Article!published!on!1st!July!2015,!Accessed!at:!
https://www.lambchambers.co.uk/newsUandUresources/chiefUconstableUofUtheU
bedfordshireUpoliceUvU1UgoldingU2UfransenU2015UewhcU1875Uqb.htm!(Accessed!on!13th!
December!2017)!
!
r.!!Thirlaway,!V.,!(2016)!Chief!Constable!of!Bedfordshire!v!Golding![2015]!EWHC!1875!(QB),!
European&Journal&of&Current&Legal&Issues,!22(1):!pp.1U4!
!
s.!Luton!News!(1992)!Police&called&over&dispute&at&mosque,&Article!in!Luton!News!(27th!May!
1992).!Accessed!at!Luton!Central!Library!
!
t.!Connett,!D.,!(1992)!Mosque&peace&plan&is&‘impractical’,!The!Independent!(28th!July!1992),!
Article!archived!online!at:!http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/mosqueUpeaceUplanUisU
impracticalU1536149.html!(Accessed!on!10th!June!2016)!–!(see!Appendix!8.)!
!
u.!Muilin,!J.,!(1994)!Muslims&in&middle&start&repair&work&after&mosque&battle,!Article!in!The!
Guardian!(31st!March!1994).!Accessed!at:!
https://search.proquest.com/hnpguardianobserver/index!(Accessed!on!7th!August!2017,!
using!KCL!login)!
!
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v.!Luton!on!Sunday!(2001)!Bin$Laden$mob$smash$up$pub,!New!article!published!in!Luton!on!
Sunday!(14th!October!2001).!Accessed!at!Luton!Central!Library!
!
w.!The!Guardian!(1992)!Tension$fills$car$park$prayers$at$riven$mosque,$Article!in!The!
Guardian!(30th!May!1992).!Accessed!at!Luton!Central!Library!
!
x.!Latimer,!S.,!(1997)!"Moves!to!defuse!racial!titUforUtat”,!newspaper!article!in!Luton!Herald!
(8th!August!1997),!Accessed!on!17th!June!2015!in!Luton!Central!Library!archive!
!
!
!
!
! !
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12(9).!Luton!TV!documentaries!
!
As!part!of!my!empirical!research!using!secondary!sources!about!Luton,!I!turned!to!a!
series!of!television!documentaries!to!help!develop!my!narrative.!Many!of!these!
documentaries!are!well=known,!and!have!been!viewed!by!millions!of!people!across!the!
UK!in!recent!years.!Others,!including!those!from!the!Anglia!Television!archive,!are!less!
well=known.!Each!of!these!documentaries!have!been!watched!in!full!with!extensive!
notes!taken.!The!documentaries!featured!in!the!list!below!are!referenced!because!they!
feature!in!the!main!body!of!this!project,!or!because!they!were!particularly!informative!
to!the!narrative!that!has!been!created.!
!
Documentary!List!
!
Anglia!Television!(1965)!“Focus'on'Luton”'Documentary'directed'by'Stanley'Joseph.!
Accessed!online!at!the!East!Anglia!Film!Archive:!
http://www.eafa.org.uk/catalogue/206002!(Accessed!on!26th!August!2015)!
!
Anglia!Television!(1976)!“Luton'’76”'Documentary'directed'by'Harry'Aldous'for'Anglia'
Television,!accessed!online!at:!The!East!Anglia!Film!Archive!
http://www.eafa.org.uk/catalogue/95742!(Accessed!on!25th!August!2015)!
!
BBC!Three!(2012)!Stacey'Dooley'Investigates:'My'Hometown'Fanatics,!Documentary!
directed!by!Juliette!Murray=Topham!for!BBC!Three.!First!broadcast!on!BBC!Three!on!
20th!February!2012.!Details!found!
at:!http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01cl48b!(Accessed!on!8th!December!2017)!
!
Channel!4!(2012)!Proud'and'Prejudiced,!TV!Documentary!produced!by!CTVC!and!
broadcast!by!Channel!4!(UK)!on!27th!February!2012.!
!
People!Focus!(2002)!Trouble'at'the'Mosque,!Documentary!Film!produced!by!People!
Focus!for!Channel!Four,!Transcript!accessed!at:!
https://www.journeyman.tv/film_documents/1255/transcript/!(Accessed!on!10th!June!
2016)!
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12(10).!Social!Media!search!details!!
!
In!order!to!find!social!media!entries!that!were!relevant!for!this!project,!there!were!
a!number!of!searches!that!I!carried!out!on!the!two!social!media!platforms!selected;!
Facebook!and!Twitter.!Facebook!was!used!sparingly;!only!to!look!through!the!posts!
contained!on!the!Facebook!‘pages’!of!the!two!social!spaces!that!were!selected!for!
the!empirical!study;!The!Parrot!Pub!in!Farley,!and!Luton!Central!Mosque!in!Bury!
Park.!In!contrast,!using!the!‘advanced!search’!page!on!Twitter!
(https://twitter.com/searchJadvanced?lang=en)!I!conducted!a!number!of!searches!
to!trawl!the!Twitter!posts!that!I!deemed!relevant!for!the!project.!These!searches!
included!looking!at!tweets!from!specific!state!bodies!–!Luton!Borough!Council!and!
Bedfordshire!Police!–!as!well!as!looking!at!posts!containing!key!phrases!(like!‘Luton!
demo’!or!‘Luton!march’)!from!key!periods!of!time!in!the!narrative!about!the!town!
that!I!was!creating.!
!
Below!are!details!of!the!specific!social!media!searches!that!I!carried!out!in!order!to!
find!the!social!media!posts!used!in!the!main!body!of!this!thesis.!
!
Social!Space!–!Media!Searches!
!
I!searched!two!Facebook!pages:!
1.! Luton!Central!Mosque!Facebook!Page!J!Accessed&3rd&June&2016&(Can!be!
found!at:!https://enJgb.facebook.com/LutonCentralMosque/&)&
2.! !The!Parrot’!Pub!Facebook!Page!J!Accessed&3rd&June&2016&(Can!be!found!at:!
https://enJgb.facebook.com/theparrotph/!)&
&
I!also!searched!through!the!tweets!associated!with!one!Twitter!handle:!
1.! ‘The!Parrot!Pub’!Twitter!handle![@Theparrot_luton]!J!Accessed&8th&June&
2016&(twitter.com)&
&
&
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Twitter!Searches!
!
There!were!3!searches!that!I!carried!out!on!both!the!Luton!Borough!Council!Twitter!
handle!(@lutoncouncil),!and!the!Bedfordshire!Police!Twitter!handle!(@bedspolice).!
The!details!of!these!searches!are!as!follows:!
!
Tweets&from&Bedfordshire&Police&(@bedspolice)&
1.! &Search'term'‘Luton’'from'31st'May'2015'to'31st'May'2016&9&Accessed&on&
3rd&June&2016&(twitter.com)&!!
2.! All#tweets#from#19th#June#2015#to#29th#June#2015!"!Accessed&on&3rd&June&
2016&(twitter.com)!
3.! All#tweets#with#search#terms#‘demo’,#OR#‘demonstration’,#OR#‘protest’,#OR#
‘EDL’,#OR#"Britain#OR#First"!"!Accessed&on&3rd&June&2016&(twitter.com)&!
!
Tweets&from&Luton&Borough&Council&(@lutoncouncil)&
1.! !Tweets!containing!‘Luton’![Date&range&31&May&2015&to&31&May&2016]!"!
Accessed&3rd&June&2016&(twitter.com)&
2.! Search'terms'+'demo,'OR'demonstration,'OR'protest,'OR'EDL,'OR'"Britain'OR'
First"'+'since'1st'January'2011!"!Accessed&on&3rd&June&2016&(twitter.com)!
3.! All#Tweets#from#@lutoncouncil#[1st#June#2015#to#12th#July#2015]!"!Accessed&
on&3rd&June&2016&(twitter.com)!
!
There!were!also!some!broader!searches!across!the!whole!of!Twitter!(i.e.!searching!
‘all!users’),!based!on!specific!periods!of!time!and/or!specific!contents!included!in!
the!tweets.!The!details!of!these!4!searches!are!as!follows:!
&
1.! Search'all'tweets'using'term'“Luton'demo”!"!Accessed&on&3rd&June&2016&
(twitter.com)&
2.! Search'all'tweets'using'phrase'“Luton'march”!"!Accessed&on&3rd&June&2016&
(twitter.com)&
3.! Search'only'tweets'using'hashtag:'#LutonDemo!"!Accessed&on&3rd&June&2016&
(twitter.com)&
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4.! Search'for'all'tweets'containing'‘Luton’'in'them'from'27th'June'2015!"!
Accessed&on&8th&June&2016&(twitter.com)&
! !
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12(11).!Participant!Observations!
!
In!this!section!are!a!selection!of!notes!taken!during!various!Participant!Observation!
exercises!that!I!carried!out!during!my!empirical!research!in!Luton.!These!notes!have!
been!included!in!the!Appendix!because!they!are!directly!referenced!in!the!main!
body!of!the!thesis.!Participant!Observation!notes!that!aren’t!directly!referred!to,!
are!not!included!in!this!Appendix.!
!
a.#Luton#Council#of#Faiths#Meeting#(20th#May#2015)#
#
Location:!Hindu!Temple!
Date:!Wednesday!20th!May!2015!(7pm)!
!
Having'made'contact'with'a'member'of'Luton'Council'of'Faiths'by'email'in'April'
2015,'I'was'invited'to'attend'and'observe'a'meeting'of'the'group.'Below'are'the'
notes'that'I'took'during'the'meeting.'
!
Before!Meeting!Note:!
!
O!Before!meeting!a!vicar!spoke!to!me!and!mentioned!‘you!should!make!sure!that!
you!put!forward!that!you!are!looking!to!find!a!positive!side!to!the!communities!in!
Luton,!because!there!is!a!sense!that!people!are!interested!in!Luton!for!all!the!bad!
press!and!negative!images,!and!they!want!to!present!a!different!one’.!
!
During!Meeting!Notes:!
!
Agenda'Item'1'–'Britain'First'demonstration'
!
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O! First!item!on!discussion!is!the!news!from!Police!Community!Cohesion!Officer!
on!a!planned!march!in!the!town!from!the!farOright!group!‘Britain!First’.!
March!due!to!take!place!on!27th!June.!!
O! Member!(from!Church)!said!that!the!Churches!Together!group!have!drafted!
a!letter!to!Britain!First!saying!how!they!totally!disagree!with!them!O!this!is!
going!to!be!an!open!letter!that!they!hand!out!to!the!media!as!well.!
O! Apparently!the!Britain!First!group!use!‘paramilitary’!tactics!(according!to!
member)!O!they!have!been!going!in!to!Mosques!and!handing!out!Bibles.!
O! Member!said!that!the!media!should!not!be!giving!‘oxygen’!to!these!types!of!
groups!and!suggested!that!the!Luton!Council!of!Faiths!should!engage!with!
the!media!telling!them!that!they!should!not!be!doing!this.!
O! Apparently!Britain!First!is!an!offshoot!of!the!EDL!O!but!‘more!disciplined’!
(Member)!as!they!do!not!go!drinking!before!a!march!(as!the!EDL!used!to).!
According!to!the!Police!Officer!this!group!have!links!to!the!paramilitary!
groups!in!Ireland!and!to!the!BNP.!Apparently!they!are!not!that!big!but!that!
they!have!an!active!online!web!presence.!
O! Another!member!suggests!that!what!is!needed!is!a!big!presence!on!social!
media,!and!asks!why!they!(Luton!Council!of!Faiths)!are!not!actively!doing!
this.!There!is!general!agreement!of!this,!and!a!motion!is!put!forward!that!
some!kind!of!statement!is!made!here!O!however!confusion!comes!out!when!
they!are!trying!to!adopt!the!Churches!Together!letter!(which!is!specifically!
from!a!Christian!perspective!according!to!member!from!Church)!and!making!
a!succinct!paragraph!statement!that!they!feel!they!should!release.!!
O! Britain!First!did!a!march!in!Dudley,!Birmingham!last!week.!They!were!
claiming!that!there!was!500!people!who!attended!the!march,!but!in!actual!
fact!the!police!intelligence!says!that!there!was!around!120.!The!police!
officer!agreed!with!member!that!the!group!were!‘disciplined’!(implied!that!
they!‘behaved’,!but!corrected!himself!to!make!a!stronger!statement!O!
negative!connotation!of!disciplined).!
O! Police!then!made!statement!of!reassurance!that!the!march!would!use!public!
order!powers!to!restrict!the!march.!They!can!prohibit!location!and!duration!
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of!the!march!O!and!someone!suggested!that!‘I!assume!you!will!be!keeping!
them!well!away!from!Bury!Park’!(general!agreement!with!this!notion).!
O! There!was!then!a!discussion!again!of!the!media!role,!and!a!harkening!back!
to!previous!farOright!marches!in!the!town.!Apparently!when!the!EDL!
marched!in!November!2014,!Luton!in!Harmony!printed!out!leaflets!to!show!
the!other!side!of!Luton!(one!of!positive!mixing!of!different!communities).!!
O! On!discussion!of!use!of!social!media,!Police!Officer!referred!to!use!of!
‘ringmaster’!to!circulate!messages.!
O! There!was!then!a!suggestion!that!maybe!Luton!Council!of!Faiths!should!send!
a!letter!to!Britain!First!and!engage!with!them!in!dialogue.!This!was!overruled!
by!the!chair!of!the!meeting!O!they!will!not!even!try!and!talk!with!that!group!O!
suggestion!that!there!has!been!some!experience!of!this!and!it!is!no!good!for!
them.!
O! A!member!again!draws!attention!to!the!use!of!social!media!O!says!that!it!is!
good!for!engaging!young!people.!!
O! There!is!reference!by!the!chair!of!the!meeting!that!it!is!the!‘silent!majority’!
that!they!represent!O!that!these!far!right!groups!are!shouting!loud,!but!that!
there!is!the!need!for!the!Luton!Council!of!Faiths!to!represent!the!voices!and!
feelings!of!the!silent!majority.!
O! Next!there!is!a!turn!to!some!strong!statements!of!national!identity!O!but!in!
reality!‘we!are!Britain!First’!(according!to!member).![My!observations!during!
this!statement!was!the!not!all!members!seemed!to!be!in!agreement!O!and!
also!a!general!observation!that!I!made!at!this!point!was!that!Muslim!
communities!(very!sparsely!represented)!had!been!silent!throughout!
meeting!so!far!O!this!would!remain!until!they!left!early].!!
O! The!statements!of!national!identity!are!strong!in!the!meeting!O!talking!about!
the!stealing!of!the!flag!as!their!symbol!(first!there!is!the!talk!of!the!St.!
George’s!flag)!then!there!is!talk!about!the!Union!Jack!O!then!Britain!First!and!
EDL!are!discussed!in!relation!to!UKIP!–!A!member!exclaims;!“they!stole!the!
Union!Jack!as!well”.!
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O! Discussion!moved!to!where!are!the!Britain!First!from?!Police!Officer!said!
that!it!is!unlikely!that!many!of!the!group!are!from!Luton!O!they!are!from!
outside.!!
O! A!member!then!makes!suggestion!that!Britain!First!get!invited!to!the!Luton!
Council!of!Faiths!meeting?!This!is!met!with!some!real!negative!statements!O!
‘Oh!no’!O!there!is!absolute!outrage!at!this.!Apparently!the!Islamic!Centre!
tried!to!talk!to!the!EDL!at!some!point!O!‘came!up!a!cropper’!apparently,!and!
this!is!seen!as!proof!that!inviting!Britain!First!to!talks!is!not!possible!or!
sensible.!
O! To!finish!this!discussion!on!the!Britain!First!march!–!two!Church!members!
talk!about!the!common!feeling!and!dedication!to!‘Peace’!of!all!the!faith!
communities!and!how!they!should!remember!all!this.!
!
Agenda'Item'2'–'Peace'Walk'
!
O! Peace!walk!is!happening!on!the!26th!September.!Last!year!this!peace!walk!
was!in!Farley!O!this!year!it!will!be!taking!place!in!Lewsey.!The!intention!is!to!
show!young!people!that!there!is!hope!(faiths!together)!O!showing!how!
communities!can!be!together.!
O! Aim!to!recruit!at!schools!for!the!peace!walk.!!
O! Last!peace!walk!the!mosques!gave!roses,!balloons!were!released!by!the!
church.!!
!
Agenda'Item'3'–'Catalyst'Awards'
!
A!notice!raised!by!female!church!member!and!by!‘Muslim!Woman’!(this!is!her!
description!of!herself)!that!women!were!not!being!represented!or!listened!to!in!the!
Luton!Council!of!Faiths!meeting!O!this!notice!was!raised!during!prizes!given!out!in!
the!CATALYST!awards!when!randomly!selected!faith!leaders!were!selected!who!all!
happened!to!be!men.!There!was!definitely!a!sense!that!gender!issues!were!
prevalent!in!the!meeting.!
!
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A!female!member!next!to!me!repeatedly!made!points!that!Hindus!were!also!poorly!
represented!in!the!meeting.!In!reference!to!the!Catalyst!program,!she!noticed!that!
all!students!attending!were!Muslims.!Apparently!the!catalyst!program!was!
advertised!in!the!Hindu!Temple!but!not!young!people!from!temple!registered!to!
attend.!!
!
Agenda$Item$4$–$Near$Neighbours$(NN)$
!
O! In!the!last!year!the!NN!program!have!given!£143,500!to!the!community!
projects.!NN!have!4!community!workers!in!post!currently.!They!see!
themselves!as!a!fundraising!body!for!faith!communities.!!
O! Member!talks!for!the!CATALYST!program!of!Youth!Leadership.!
!
Agenda'Item'5','FEAST'
!
According!to!member!the!program!began!in!Birmingham!(it!is!about!Christian!O!
Muslim!dialogue).!Suggestion!is!that!more!fundOraising!needs!to!be!done.!FEAST!has!
been!run!by!member!in!Farley.!Feast!has!looked!to!engage!encounters!in!Barnfield!
S!and!W!and!in!Stopsley!O!Why?!Apparently!in!these!areas!because!there!is!the!best!
proportion!of!numbers!of!races!and!faiths.!
!
Agenda'Item'6'–'Coffee'Mornings'
!
Member!says!these!events!are!useful!because!they!are!bringing!generations!
together!(different!to!a!coffee!morning!because!it!served!chicken!soup!and!
samosas)!O!young!person!at!the!event!spoke!about!the!use!of!technology!and!how!it!
is!good!for!communication,!but!also!how!it!is!isolating!and!preoccupies!many!young!
people!(I!immediately!was!reminded!of!the!young!Muslim!man!who!was!at!the!
meeting!before,!who!had!spent!a!lot!of!his!time!typing!on!his!phone).!Member!from!
Luton!Borough!Council!was!also!involved!in!the!discussions!and!suggested!that!the!
format!of!the!coffee!morning!needed!tweaking!to!make!it!more!successful.!
!
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Agenda$Item$7$–$Cohen’s$Yard$
!
Member!explains!that!Cohen’s!Yard!is!the!garden!that!you!can!see!on!the!Busway!
journey.!Funding!for!this!came!from!a!NN!grant.!The!project!has!also!used!
volunteers!from!TUI!(Thompson).!In!the!local!area!there!is!a!sense!that!people!want!
to!be!involved.!Idea!of!creating!an!allotment!space!around!All!Saints.!!
!
Agenda$Item$8$–$Luton$Food$Bank$
!
Member!spoke!about!how!there!is!a!need!to!raise!more!funds!for!the!food!bank.!
Raising!money!for!the!food!bank!and!its!activities!is!said!to!be!an!example!of!the!
diversity!and!working!together!of!the!community.!Apparently!the!demand!for!the!
food!bank!is!increasing!rapidly.!There!has!been!a!demand!of!30%!up!in!first!3!
months!this!year!to!the!same!time!last!year.!It!is!expected!that!this!demand!will!
continue!to!grow.!Problem!for!them!as!well!now!is!that!they!are!having!to!buy!food!
to!hand!out!as!the!donations!of!food!are!not!reaching!the!demand.!
!
Agenda$Item$9$–$Any$other$business$
!
Member!of!Bahá'í!community!talks!about!new!year!celebrations!O!hopefully!it!will!
be!happening!around!21st!March!next!year.!
!
St.!George’s!Day!celebrations!were!apparently!successful!according!to!Luton!
Borough!Council!O!there!were!free!cream!teas!and!lots!of!money!was!raised!for!the!
Food!Bank.!VE!Day!event!was!thought!of!very!last!minute!(as!was!St.!George’s!Day!
event!apparently)!O!VE!Day!event!was!apparently!same!day!as!the!election!count.!
The!event!was!hosted!by!Luton!in!Harmony.!
!
A!Freedom!of!Speech!event!was!discussed!–!Member!explains!that!it!was!very!good!
and!the!participation!was!very!varied.!Member!asks!‘can!we!have!these!events!
more!please?’!O!apparently!the!meeting!wasn’t!too!contested!and!heated!O!Chair!
said!(in!ref!to!the!speaker)!“she!didn’t!annoy!anyone”!(implying!that!this!has!
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happened!or!was!expected!to!happen).!Another!member!said!that!dialogue!is!
important,!we!may!not!agree!on!things!but!we!can!talk!about!it.!Let’s!engage!more!
with!the!‘unconverted’.!Next!event!in!Oct/Nov!on!the!Counter!Terrorism!and!
Security!Bill!O!needs!a!speaker!for!this!event!O!The!chair!said!that!he!wanted!
feedback!on!this!topic,!but!he!said!that!it!was!important!and!he!proposed!that!it!
should!happen.!Apparently!the!discussion!here!is!‘not!just!Muslim!communities’!
who!are!interested!in!this.!The!suggestion!by!the!chair!is!that!the!CTS!Bill!has!
contentious!issues!in!it!that!need!discussing.!!
!
Next!Luton!Council!of!Faiths!meeting!is!arranged!for!23rd!July.!Then!in!final!thanks!a!
mention!was!made!to!how!the!temple!we!were!in!was!once!a!Methodist!Church!
and!how!the!synagogue!in!the!centre!was!made!into!a!Mosque.!
!
Notes!after!meeting!
!
Chat!with!Church!member:!EDL!is!in!Farley!apparently!O!thinks!that!some!of!the!
leaders!of!this!group!have!some!respect!for!him,!but!the!hooligans!in!the!area!
don’t.!He!said!that!he!won’t!walk!through!the!estates!in!the!area!any!more.!He!also!
tells!me!that!there!is!a!large!Irish!community!in!the!Farley!area!O!says!that!he!knows!
someone!who!could!talk!to!me!who!has!been!in!the!area!for!years.!
!
Next!I!chat!with!Police!Officer!–!He!said!to!me!that!it!is!within!the!different!
communities!that!we!find!the!most!tension!
!
Next!I!chat!to!member!of!Bahá'í!community!O!20!people!from!community!in!Luton!O!
use!their!homes!mostly!for!meetings,!but!would!love!to!have!their!own!space.!This!
man!was!very!vocal!at!the!meeting.!
!
Chat!with!Jewish!member!O!Jewish!community!has!long!history!in!Luton,!but!
recently!has!moved!back!to!London.!
!
!
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b.$The$Mall,$Luton$(4th$November$2015)$
!
Date:!4th!November!2015,!3:30pm!
Location:!The!Mall,!Luton!
!
This%observation%exercise%was%undertaken%while%sat%in%a%window%seat%of%a%coffee%
shop%in%the%centre%of%The%Mall%in%Luton.%This%exercise%was%undertaken%as%one%of%
many%Participant%Observation%exercises%that%I%did,%attempting%to%witness%everyday%
public%life%in%Luton.%The%Mall%was,%by%far,%the%busiest%space%during%the%day%in%the%
town%centre,%and%thus%was%considered%to%be%a%space%where%encounters%might%be%
witnessed,%and%where%the%potential%for%a%‘space%of%appearance’%existed.%
%
The%exercise%was%done%as%a%‘stream%of%consciousness’,%to%see%what%interesting%
observations%could%be%elicited%from%such%an%intense%exercise.%This%method%is%a%
development%of%‘psychogeographic%methods’%used%by%the%Situationist%International%
in%France.%
!
Observation!notes:!
!
Sparkling!Debenham’s!lights!and!gentle!music,!air!conditioning.!Still!people!walk,!
shopping!in!hands!looking!in.!Many!people!walking!along!looking!at!their!phones.!
People!always!moving!O!like!a!flow!O!no!agreed!side!but!movement!is!constant.!
Many!people!walking!on!their!own.!Debenhams!written!with!large!letters!many!
times!O!you!cannot!miss!the!sign.!Different!areas!of!the!Mall!are!busier!O!suggesting!
it!has!a!through!fair!element.!Old!man!crosses!‘road’!and!traffic!flows!around!him.!!
!
Tesco!trolley!man!crosses!the!flow.!People!sat!on!central!island,!no!one!talking,!all!
sitting!and!staring!O!mostly!men.!One!man!in!fluorescent!jacket!is!talking!on!phone.!
Two!elderly!women!are!talking!to!each!other.!Family!stop!in!centre!and!talk!to!each!
other.!Person!stops!to!do!up!lace.!Partially!sighted!man!almost!bumps!in!to!her.!
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Very!sad!looking!woman!sat!opposite!me!on!her!own!with!a!coffee!O!sat!in!silence!
looking!at!floor.!!
!
Estate!agent’s!island!in!centre!of!Mall!asks!the!question!‘How!much!is!your!property!
worth?’!Group!of!3!men!sit!on!central!island!chair!(in!a!line)!and!try!to!make!semiO
circle!to!talk!to!each!other.!Seating!area!has!a!square!box!around!it!O!making!it!
visually!like!an!island.!Disabled!lady!in!wheelchair!is!pushed!around!effortlessly.!
Two!older!women!walk!past!slowly!staying!in!the!flow!of!people.!Woman!stops!to!
itch!her!leg!and!again!this!stops!the!flow!of!people.!3!young!men!stop!in!same!place!
as!family!did!before!and!talk.!Then!they!set!off!in!a!different!direction.!!
!
Despite!the!height!of!the!ceilings,!there!is!nothing!up!high!to!distract!you!O!blank!
and!uninteresting!walls.!Old!woman!with!trolley!blocks!man!in!walkway;!everyone!
has!to!flow!around!her.!People!stand!still!inside!square!box,!with!people!moving!
outside!of!it.!Much!more!diversity!of!dress!in!this!area!than!I!have!seen!in!Bury!
Park.!Lots!more!elderly!people!walking!around.!
!
When!in!the!Mall,!looking!up!gives!you!access!to!pure!utility!O!signs!for!toilets!and!
lights!for!seeing,!air!conditioning!for!temperature.!Eyes!at!‘correct!height’!and!you!
see!shops,!displays!and!masses!of!people.!All!people!are!on!the!same!level.!There!
are!no!undulations!in!the!Mall.!On!the!edge!of!the!flow!of!traffic!is!the!established!
shops.!In!the!middle!is!the!pop!up!shops.!These!inner!shops!have!a!sense!of!
impermanence;!like!the!people!sat!on!the!benches;!a!most!uncomfortable!and!
poorly!designed!seating!area.!The!bored!silence!of!the!people!sitting!in!the!central!
island!is!overwhelming.!Sad!woman!gets!up!and!enters!the!flow!of!people.!!
!
3!Tesco!workers!bump!into!two!more!in!suits!O!they!talk!and!seem!more!relaxes!in!
the!space;!happily!traversing!the!flow!of!people.!Tesco!workers!have!conversation!
with!cafe!workers!and!there!is!a!sense!of!familiarity.!An!old!lady!waves!to!an!old!
man!sitting!in!the!central!square!of!benches.!He!waves!back,!but!other!than!that!
makes!very!little!movement.!She!gestures!that!she!is!going!to!shop!and!he!nods!and!
stays!put.!2!kids!run!around!central!estate!agents!stand!and!bump!into!each!other,!
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then!run!through!the!central!square!of!benches!O!the!only!energy!in!the!place!that!
disrupts!the!flow.!Young!woman!meets!two!friends!on!central!seat!in!the!square.!
They!talk,!one!sitting!and!two!standing.!Then!all!three!sit,!and!in!a!manner!similar!to!
men!before!them,!they!try!and!make!an!arc!for!the!three!of!them!to!be!able!to!talk.!!
!
3!young!men!jog!through!the!mall!O!another!rare!disruption!but!they!stay!in!a!
straight!line!(with!the!flow).!People!in!flow!cut!corner!through!the!corner!doorway!
of!Debenhams!O!and!have!to!negotiate!the!advertising!signs!as!they!do!this.!A!
cleaner!with!sweep!walks!and!talks!to!man!O!again!this!worker!seems!to!have!
confident!familiarity!with!the!setting!and!cuts!through!flows!of!people.!People!stop!
to!talk,!hug!each!other!at!the!edge!of!the!flow.!CCTV!looks!down!on!people!from!
above,!covertly!hidden!amongst!the!beams!O!painted!the!same!colour!as!the!beams.!!
!
A!queue!develops!for!a!smoothie!stall!in!the!centre!of!the!flow;!blocking!a!number!
of!people.!This!forces!the!flow!of!people!to!change.!Another!older!lady!sits!in!the!
corner!of!the!cafe!and!speaks!to!the!cafe!worker!with!a!degree!of!familiarity!O!talks!
to!the!staff!member!about!how!there!seems!to!be!a!lot!of!new!staff.!A!man!who!
has!lost!a!bag!comes!to!the!staff!in!the!cafe!to!ask!about!it!O!the!staff!member!looks!
and!recommends!to!the!man!that!they!call!security.!Staff!calls!security!on!a!mobile!
phone!and!stands!outside!the!shop.!Man!waits,!leaning!against!the!door.!Security!
wave!to!staff!and!as!he!walks!past!her,!he!looks!at!her!up!and!down.!Man!is!advised!
to!go!to!security!desk!to!see!if!they!have!his!bag.!A!group!of!3!young!people!stand!
in!the!main!flow!of!people!now;!forcing!people!to!walk!around!them.!
!
End!of!observation!exercise!(4:10pm)!!
!
!
c.#The#Bricklayer’s#Arms,#High#Town#(26th#June#2015)#
!
Location:!Bricklayers!Arms,!High!Town!
Date:!26th!June!2015!(14:30!O!16:15)!
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The$following$notes$are$from$conversations$held$with$regulars$at$the$Bricklayers$
Arms$one$Friday$afternoon$in$High$Town.$All$respondents$claimed$to$be$regular$
visitors$to$the$pub$and$had$been$living$in$and$around$the$area$for$more$than$10$
years.$$
$
All$respondents$are$anonymised.$The$conversations$were$not$recorded$and$notes$
were$made$immediately$after$the$participant$observation$exercise.$
$
(The$conversations$were$disjointed$with$all$four$participants$interjecting$at$different$
times$C$as$such$there$is$not$really$a$narrative$flow$to$these$notes$C$they$are$a$
collection$of$quotes$and$references$made$throughout$the$couple$of$hours$that$I$
spent$in$the$pub)$
!
There!are!4!respondents!during!this!exercise,!which!I!have!numbered!1!to!4,!to!
preserve!their!anonymity.!
!
Conversation!Notes:!
!
Conversation!started!with!1!leaves!me!with!overwhelming!idea!that!Luton!has!
changed!a!lot!in!the!time!he!has!lived!in!the!town.!There!used!to!be!a!lot!of!pubs!O!
you!could!do!a!pub!crawl!in!High!Town!O!not!anymore,!there!is!only!3!pubs!O!
Bricklayers,!Painters,!and!Greenes.!
!
1!says!Vauxhall!used!to!be!main!employer!O!lots!of!little!firms!closed!when!Vauxhall!
shrunk.!1!doesn’t!know!why!there!is!no!union!activity!in!the!town!O!there!never!has!
really!been!any!union!activity!in!Luton.!
!
1!tells!me!how!Arndale!Centre!ruined!lots!of!local!businesses!O!still!in!decline!in!the!
local!area!O!When!Arndale!came!people!were!very!excited!O!used!to!go!down!there!
with!a!picnic!for!a!day!out.!
!
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1!refers!to!two!different!groups!in!High!Town;!Poles!and!Eastern!Europeans.!3!says!
that!both!groups!keep!themselves!to!themselves!O!no!trouble.!!
!
1!explains!how!the!Bricklayers!is!a!football!pub!for!Luton!Town!FC!O!‘but!there!isn’t!
any!trouble!here’.!On!match!day!the!pub!is!apparently!very!busy!with!loads!of!fans!
(including!some!fans!who!come!over!from!Norway!O!‘they!know!how!to!drink’)!O!
people!walk!from!stadium!all!the!way!to!the!Bricklayers!before!and!after!the!game!
(12pm!O!5pm).!
!
2!tells!how!number!of!pubs!has!really!declined.!Community!has!really!changed!in!
the!local!area.!However,!pubs!are!still!where!“deals!are!done,!and!wars!are!won”.!
The!pub!is!where!you!come!to!source!things!and!people.!Everyone!in!the!pub!
knows!each!other.!
!
2!says!how!High!Town!has!changed!O!used!to!be!lots!of!different!shops,!grocers,!
fishmongers,!coOop!etc.!Not!so!anymore!O!due!to!the!big!Sainsbury’s!and!other!
supermarkets.!Now!High!Town!is!just!takeaways!and!hairdressers.!
!
1!talks!about!the!AfroOCaribbean!man!in!the!hairdressers.!Says!that!he!is!a!‘scary!
looking!man’!O!helps!him!(as!he!has!disability)!to!the!pub!from!the!hairdressers.!
!
1!says!how!Sundown!park!is!the!area!that!is!associated!with!the!London!overspill.!
!
2!talks!about!the!New!Estates!such!as!Farley!Hill!O!‘nothing!there!for!them’!(except!
the!Parrot!and!Barn!Owl!pub!that!have!both!closed)!O!2!didn’t!know!that!the!Parrot!
pub!had!closed,!1!did.!
!
1!talks!to!me!about!Weatherspoon’s!pubs!in!Luton.!He!says!that!he!doesn’t!go!in!to!
them.!Hears!voices!of!people!he!recognises,!but!he!knows!that!her!doesn’t!like!their!
‘sort’.!He!thinks!that!people!only!go!to!these!pubs!because!it!is!cheap.!4!chips!in!
and!says!that!you!wouldn’t!find!old!people!in!the!Weatherspoon’s!pubs.!
!
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1!talks!to!me!about!the!interactions!between!different!communities!O!English!and!
Indian!cricket!club!at!Warden!Park!O!tells!me!that!I!should!go!along!and!see!it!on!a!
Saturday.!1!tells!me!that!“Indians!are!always!really!nice”.!
!
1!talks!to!me!about!Bar!32!and!the!family!that!own!it.!Apparently!the!family!are!
opening!the!new!pub!on!Park!Street.!!
!
1!tells!me!that!the!Painters!used!to!have!some!troublesome!customers.!
!
1!talks!about!when!he!was!younger!O!he!was!scared!of!the!call!to!prayer!that!
echoed!around!Bury!Park.!
!
3!talks!about!the!change!in!Asian!men!in!Luton!O!he!mimes!a!shy!walking!style,!and!
then!a!confident!shoulders!back!walking.!3!then!tells!me!that!the!police!have!their!
hands!tied,!and!that!the!council!is!a!representation!for!the!Asians!in!Luton.!
!
4!tells!me!that!the!pub!will!not!be!opening!tomorrow!due!to!the!march!that!is!due!
to!be!passing!through!High!Town.!1!refers!to!the!march!as!being!‘The!racists’.!
!
3!talks!to!me!about!Bury!Park!and!says!‘you!wouldn’t!want!to!walk!down!there’.!3!
then!talks!to!me!about!‘Polish!murderers’!O!‘nice!lads!O!went!for!drink!with!them!and!
everything’.!
!
3!says!that!High!Town!has!a!lots!of!Irish,!Farley!Hill!has!both!Irish!and!Scottish,!and!
Bury!Park!has!the!Asians.!
!
1!tells!me!that!the!dividing!line!in!Luton!used!to!be!the!railways!O!High!Town!was!
seen!as!separate!from!the!rest!of!the!town.!Used!to!have!all!you!needed!in!High!
Town.!
!
3!talks!to!me!about!when!he!used!to!live!in!Bury!Park.!Roofs!being!built!in!Bury!Park!
in!1982!O!apparently!the!Asian!communities!got!support!and!funding!for!building!
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their!roof,!whereas!his!family!didn’t!O!3!claims!that!he!felt!significant!mistreatment!
and!referred!to!his!right!because!he!has!always!paid!taxes.!
!
2!talks!to!me!about!local!businesses!O!he!claims!that!it!is!the!advent!of!the!internet!
that!has!ruined!the!local!businesses!in!the!area.!!
!
2!says!how!he!feels!intimidated!in!Bury!Park.!3!interjects!and!says!that!Cameron!
and!Clegg!wouldn’t!walk!alone!up!Bury!Park.!
!
3!refers!to!Margaret!Thatcher!O!‘if!it!wasn’t!for!her,!my!mum!wouldn’t!have!been!
able!to!buy!and!then!sell!her!council!home’!
!
1!tells!me!about!‘spitting’!in!Bury!Park!O!says!how!he!heard!it!first,!and!it!offended!
him.!
!
3!tells!me!about!walking!down!the!pavement!in!Luton,!apparently!Asians!don’t!get!
out!of!the!way,!even!for!pregnant!women!O!there!is!a!‘lack!of!respect’.!
!
End!of!Notes!
!
!
!
$d.$St$Margaret’s$Social$Club,$Farley$Hill$(24th$November$2015)$$
!
Location:!St.!Margaret’s!Social!Club!!
Date:!24th!November!2015!(9pm)!
!
Having'identified'Farley'Hill'as'a'key'empirical'research'location,'I'then'identified'
one'of'the'few'social'spaces'in'the'area,'that'was'still'open,'was'St.'Margaret’s'
Social'Club.'I'made'enquiries'about'visiting'the'space,'and'I'had'a'conversation'with'
the'local'priest,'who’s'church'owned'the'social'club.'Then,'after'meeting'with'a'
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Labour'councilor'in'one'of'the'interviews'I'conducted'in'the'town'centre,'this'
councilor'invited'me'to'join'him,'and'the'rest'of'the'local'Labour'group,'at'St.'
Margaret’s'Social'Club.'It'turned'out'that'the'Labour'group'met'in'the'social'club'
regularly.'The'notes'that'follow'come'from'a'visit'to'St.'Margaret’s'Social'Club'with'
the'local'Labour'Group.'All'notes'were'written'up'immediately'after'the'
observations'were'completed.'
!
Notes:!
!
Individual!told!me!about!Farley!40!years!ago!when!Vauxhall!was!the!main!
employer.!Parrot!used!to!be!buzzing!@!it!was!where!everyone!in!the!community!
used!to!go!(old!people!would!go!5!till!7,!and!then!home!for!dinner,!as!did!young!
people!@!but!young!would!come!back!to!pub!after).!The!reason!everyone!went!to!
the!Parrot!was!because!busses!back!from!Vauxhall!used!to!drop!them!off!either!at!
4:30pm!or!5:30pm!right!outside!the!pub.!The!landlord!at!the!time!wasn’t!allowed!to!
let!them!in!until!a!certain!time!(5:30ish),!and!because!they!couldn’t!cope!with!the!
rush!of!people!they!used!to!have!the!pints!already!poured!waiting!for!them.!!
!
Another!individual!tells!me!about!how!there!used!to!be!football!matches!between!
the!different!pubs!in!the!town!(and!the!breweries!used!to!support!their!clubs!with!
prizes!like!a!keg!of!beer).!Individual!recalls!a!match,!the!final,!between!The!Parrot!
and!The!Foresters!at!the!bottom!of!Farley!Hill.!
!
I!am!told!that!there!used!to!be!loads!of!youth!clubs!in!Farley!Hill!where!everyone!
used!to!go!to!when!they!were!growing!up.!!
!
Reference!to!the!EDL!in!Farley!and!the!Parrot.!Individual!says!that!the!pub!should!
never!have!let!that!type!in!to!the!pub.!They!weren't!representing!the!people!of!the!
local!area,!but!because!they!drew!in!numbers!from!elsewhere!it!meant!that!the!pub!
made!more!money!for!a!brief!time.!However,!it!put!off!a!lot!of!people!in!the!local!
area,!and!as!a!result!people!stopped!going!there.!!
!
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Another!individual!tells!me!that!houses!and!ownership!are!the!biggest!problem!in!
reducing!community!in!Farley.!Landlords!and!their!greed!is!the!problem!now.!
!
Another!individual!tells!me!that!usually!on!a!Tuesday!night!at!St.M!there!is!much!
less!people,!only!around!6!people,!but!tonight!it!is!busier!because!of!the!darts!
night.!
!
I!am!then!told!by!a!few!people!that![name!removed]!is!a!good!person!to!talk!to!
regarding!getting!communities!together!in!Farley!Hill.!He!apparently!brings!the!
Muslim!and!Black!youths!together!for!football.!I!am!also!told!by!an!individual!that!
there!is!a!5@a@side!football!regularly!held!by!the!Turkish!community!in!Farley!at!
Barnfield!Academy.!
!
Individual!tells!me!that!he!lived!in!Farley!Hill!before!the!main!bit!of!the!estate!was!
built!beyond!Market!Square.!He!says!that!the!second!bit!of!Farley!Hill!was!built!
much!smaller,!and!that!land!was!generally!getting!more!expensive!after!the!first!
building!of!Farley!Hill!(reference!to!the!smaller!properties!built!in!Lewsey!Farm!and!
Marsh!Farm).!With!particular!reference!to!the!value!of!properties!in!Farley!Hill;!the!
implication!given!is!that!the!corner!properties!are!big!and!worth!a!lot!of!money!
(even!possible!to!build!a!second!house!on!the!land).!
!
I!am!also!told!of!how!successful!the!boxing!has!been!in!Farley!Hill!at!St.!Margaret’s!@!
and!lots!of!other!sports!clubs!@!but!these!have!all!gone!because!of!the!reduction!in!
funds.!Individual!then!talks!to!me!about!setting!up!a!golf!session!in!Farley!Hill!and!
team;!but!that!they!were!thwarted!often!because!of!the!Free!Masons!and!the!non@
working@class!lot!who!owned!the!cricket!pitch,!the!rugby!and!the!golf.!They!didn’t!
like!the!Farley!Hill!lot!coming!and!playing!golf.!Individual!also!tells!me!about!the!
Celtic!supporters!club!in!the!town!and!how!it!has!strong!Catholic!routes.!
!
There!is!also!a!discussion!about!UKIP!and!the!up@coming!by@election!in!Oldham.!
Two!individuals!are!in!strong!disagreement!about!the!election!and!the!reasons!that!
people!are!moving!between!Labour,!Tory!and!UKIP.!!
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At!some!point!we!have!a!discussion!about!the!council!officers!and!getting!things!
done!in!public!spaces.!I!am!told!that![name!removed]!is!a!can!do!person,!who!gets!
things!done.!On!the!other!hand,!I!am!told!that![name!removed]!is!the!opposite!and!
is!always!someone!who!finds!ways!not!to!get!things!done.!
!
Two!individuals!both!tell!me!that!there!is!no!community!in!Farley!Hill!any!more.!
One!believes!that!the!core!reason!for!this!is!the!right!to!buy!introduced!by!Thatcher!
(Another!individual,!I!am!told,!strongly!disagrees!with!this).!!
!
An!individual!tells!us!all!about!the!investment!by!multinationals!in!Luton.!He!tells!us!
about!a!visit!he!has!made!to!a!site!that!is!doing!defensive!weapons!in!Capability!
Green!(anti@missile!things!@!where!your!phone!can!be!wiped!by!the!weapons).!
When!we!talk!about!whether!such!multinationals!will!mean!jobs!for!people!in!
Luton,!another!individual!implies!that!while!they!want!to!believe!that!it!will!mean!
jobs!for!people!in!Luton!the!reality!is!that!they!will!probably!be!specialist!jobs!that!
will!not!end!up!going!to!people!living!in!Luton.!Then!the!first!individual!responds!
with!example!of!a!company!called!‘Cemex’!who!have!got!25!apprenticeships!going,!
and!18!of!them!have!gone!to!people!from!Luton.!
!
Two!individuals!confirm!that!they!feel!there!has!been!a!definite!rise!in!self@
employment!and!the!petit@bourgeoisie!in!Luton!@!people!with!vans!etc.!and!many!
many!taxi!companies!(reference!made!to!individual!present!being!one!of!these).!
This!individual!reveals!how!people!are!struggling!to!get!mortgages,!and!that!in!the!
taxi!firm!‘his!drivers’!ask!him!to!stamp!the!form!to!show!that!they!earn!£30@40!000.!
!
I!am!told!that!there!are!so!many!corrupt!landlords!in!Luton!now.!Properties!used!to!
be!owned!by!the!industries!and!companies!@!and!that!they!invested!in!the!life!of!the!
town.!Now!there!are!just!a!few!landlords!who!take!advantage!of!the!people!living!in!
the!town.!
!
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There!is!a!discussion!about!the!buses!up!to!Farley!Hill.!The!last!bus!up!the!hill!is!at!
20:30.!There!is!a!joke!that!this!is!one!of!the!individual’s!fault!as!he!is!in!charge!of!
transport.!
!
There!is!also!a!discussion!about!Tony!Blair.!One!individual!says!to!another;!‘you!
think!Tony!Blair!was!the!best!leader’.!He!denies!this!and!says!that!a!4!letter!word!is!
the!reason!he!wasn't!a!good!leader;!Iraq.!
!
After!Social!Club!Notes:!
!
On!the!way!back!from!the!Social!Club,!an!individual!has!given!me!a!lift!to!the!station!
in!his!car.!We!have!discussion!about!local!Labour!party!and!local!politics.!Individual!
says!“Not!to!sound!racist”!and!then!talks!about!Kashmiri!councilors!and!how!in!
Kashmir!it!is!seen!as!honour!and!status!to!be!a!councilor.!Sees!that!some!people!
moving!from!Conservative!to!Labour!just!to!win!(pure!and!simple!@!is!how!he!puts!
it).!Individual!tells!me!that!the!Pakistani!ambassador!has!come!to!Luton!more!than!
any!other!town!in!the!UK.!!
!
Individual!tells!me!that!the!Labour!group!is!very!divided!in!Luton!@!but!that!it!is!less!
about!politics!and!more!about!personality.!!
!
End!of!notes.!
!
!
e.!All!Saint’s!Church,!near!Bury!Park!(31st!May!2015)!
!
Date:!Sunday!31st!May!2015!
Location:!All!Saint’s!Church,!Luton!
!
Close&to&Bury&Park&is&All&Saint’s&Church;&one&of&the&space&that&I&considered&could&
exhibit&the&publicness&of&a&social&space.&I&made&contact&with&the&vicar&of&the&church&
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in#April#2015,#and#I#was#invited#to#observe#two#services#that#were#held#in#the#Church#
one#Sunday.#As#a#result,#I#visited#the#Church#on#31st#May#2015.#The#notes#that#I#
made#immediately#after#the#observation#exercise,#include#notes#from#the#services,#
and#also#from#conversations#that#I#had#with#individuals#in#the#Church#that#day.#
!
Arrival:#9.15am#
Depart:#1.30pm#
!
Notes!from!Service!1:!
Sunday!Service!of!All!Saint’s!Church!of!England!(9.30am)!
!
On!arrival!at!the!church,!I!said!hello!to!an!individual.!She!informed!me!that!the!vicar!
had!informed!her!that!I!would!be!attending!the!service.!She!asked!that!I!sit!fairly!
near!the!front!as!it!was!unlikely!that!the!congregation!would!reach!far!back!(in!
reality,!the!congregation!number!was!only!around!20!people).!I!sat!at!the!front!left!
of!the!church!at!the!far!edge!of!the!pew!to!try!and!be!quite!anonymous.!!
!
In!the!15!minutes!that!I!waited!for!the!rest!of!the!congregation!to!arrive!and!the!
service!to!start!I!made!a!few!observations:!
L! People!were!mostly!sitting!in!small!groups!of!between!3!and!4!individuals.!
These!groups!were!on!the!whole!gender,!and!ethnicity!segregated!(or!so!it!
seemed!to!me).!!
L! There!was!a!definite!majority!of!women,!and!only!about!4!men!in!the!
congregation.!
L! Most!of!the!congregation!were!elderly!(I!would!predict!the!youngest!would!
have!been!in!their!50s)!and!many!had!walking/mobility!issues.!
L! One!lady!with!glasses!and!a!fur!coat!seemed!to!be!most!willing!to!move!
about!the!congregation!and!speak!to!a!lot!of!people.!!
!
The!service!itself!followed!a!clear!service!guide!in!English.!There!were!4!hymns!(all!
sung!almost!imperceptibly!quiet)!and!it!was!a!very!formal!service.!An!obvious!
moment!of!community!and!people!encountering!one!another!was!during!the!‘Sign!
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of!Peace’!ritual!where!everyone!went!around!and!shook!hands!with!one!another.!
The!sermon!was!done!by!the!vicar!and!focused!on!the!idea!of!knowledge!and!
knowing!God!L!instead!of!the!‘scientific!method’,!Christians!are!supposed!to!know!
God!through!love.!The!sermon!also!mentioned!about!the!difference!between!the!
Christian!and!Islamic!faiths!that!could!not!be!reconciled!L!the!oneLness!of!God!in!
Islam,!and!the!3LinL1!God!of!Christianity.![After!the!service!I!spoke!to!the!vicar!
about!this!and!he!informed!me!that!his!sermon!had!been!adjusted!because!of!my!
presence!L!he!told!me!he!was!planning!on!being!more!damning!of!the!scientific!
method].!!
!
At!the!end!of!the!service!I!was!asked!to!come!forward!and!introduce!my!research!to!
the!congregation!(this!was!unplanned).!!
!
After!the!service!I!went!and!got!a!coffee!at!the!back!of!the!church!and!had!the!
chance!to!have!a!couple!of!conversations!with!members!of!the!congregation.!
Details!of!these!conversations!are!as!follows:!
L! I!spoke!to!a!lady!who!had!been!born!in!Luton!and!was!now!in!her!80s.!She!
spoke!to!me!a!little!bit!about!Bury!Park!and!how!it!had!changed!an!awful!lot!
in!the!time!that!she!had!been!here.!In!particular,!she!said!how!there!used!to!
be!a!lot!of!little!useful!shops!that!she!could!use,!but!now!there!are!a!lot!of!
groceries!that!spill!on!to!the!street.!She!says!that!she!doesn’t!understand!
why!‘they’!need!so!many!groceries,!and!she!told!me!about!the!problems!
associated!with!the!street!narrowing!and!the!pavement!widening!(delivery!
lorries!regularly!block!up!the!road).!The!lady!also!spoke!to!me!about!the!
problem!of!young!people!not!coming!to!the!church!any!more!L!she!said!this!
was!probably!because!of!young!people!having!lots!of!other!commitments!
these!days.!!
L! Another!lady!started!to!join!in!our!conversation!and!the!two!ladies!started!
to!talk!about!the!young!people!these!days!L!not!giving!up!their!seats!and!
riding!their!bikes!on!the!pavement.!They!wouldn’t!have!been!allowed!to!do!
that!‘in!our!day’.!One!also!talks!to!me!about!how!her!street!has!changed!
over!the!55!years!that!she!has!been!in!Luton.!Says!that!the!other!people!
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moving!on!to!the!street!are!actually!very!nice!people,!and!‘their’!kids!know!
her!as!‘Auntie’.!
L! A!man!then!talks!to!me.!He!told!me!how!Bury!Park!has!changed!a!lot!in!the!
time!he!has!been!here!L!apparently!there!used!to!be!a!lot!of!pubs!in!the!area!
L!and!he!specifically!says!how!Luton!used!to!be!known!as!a!place!that!was!
lively!and!full!of!entertainments!L!used!to!be!strong!and!vibrant!
communities!of!Irish,!Welsh!and!Scottish!people.!He!also!wanted!to!tell!me!
all!about!the!songs!that!were!sung!in!some!of!the!pubs!supporting!the!Irish,!
or!songs!that!were!either!Protestant!or!Catholic.!He!said!that!there!weren’t!
really!problems,!but!there!were!strong!sense!of!identities!that!were!
different.!He!repeatedly!told!me!about!his!idea!of!‘social!difference’!and!
how!he!didn’t!like!the!idea!of!segregating!and!separating!in!life.!He!told!me!
how!he!has!been!to!many!different!Mosques!in!the!area,!and!finds!it!
problematic!that!they!never!speak!in!English!in!the!mosque,!and!that!he!has!
told!the!leaders!this,!and!apparently!they!hadn’t!even!thought!of!doing!this.!
He!also!spoke!to!me!about!some!of!the!fundamental!Islamic!preachers!on!
the!streets!of!Luton,!and!how!when!they!had!their!stalls!on!the!streets!the!
more!moderate!Muslims!had!thrown!aside!the!tables,!demanding!that!such!
preaching!is!not!welcome!in!Luton!L!Man!believes!that!more!should!have!
been!made!about!this!in!the!media!L!apparently!only!30!secs!was!dedicated!
to!it!on!Look!East.!Man!also!talked!a!bit!about!the!EDL!L!said!how!the!people!
of!Luton!had!forced!them!out!of!the!town!L!they!don’t!belong!here.!He!also!
went!on!to!talk!about!Farley!Hill!and!how!it!used!to!be!called!‘Debtors!
Retreat’!L!people!who!were!poorest!and!fallen!on!bad!times!went!up!there.!
Man!said!it!was!bad!how!the!council!had!bunched!people!together!with!
nothing!in!this!way.!!
!
Notes!from!Service!2:!
Sunday!Service!of!Presbyterian!Church!of!Ghana!(Hope!Congregation)!L!11am!L!
1.30pm!
!
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The!first!thing!I!noticed!was!how!little!the!two!congregations!mixed!L!they!are!
definitely!two!distinct;!encounters!do!not!seem!to!happen.!When!I!arrived!in!the!
congregation!of!this!community!was!a!fairly!obvious!split!between!the!men!sitting!
on!the!right!and!the!women!sitting!on!the!left.!The!service!was!very!lively!and!much!
less!formal!than!the!earlier!service!L!and!it!contained!a!mix!of!dialects!and!English!L!
apparently!there!was!more!English!put!in!to!help!me!out.!!
!
Early!in!the!service!I!realised!that!I!was!being!invited!up!to!introduce!myself!to!the!
congregation!(again!it!was!a!congregation!of!about!20!people)!L!this!was!useful!
because!I!noticed!that!a!lot!of!people!were!turning!their!heads!to!see!me!in!the!
congregation.!There!was!a!very!strong!sense!of!shared!community!here,!with!
dancing!and!talking!between!people!throughout!the!service,!and!the!sermon!was!
very!interactive!with!the!congregation!laughing!and!making!comment/hallelujah’s!
at!various!points.!!
!
The!sermon!itself!talked!very!pointedly!about!the!distinction!of!the!‘Presbyterian’!
identity!and!about!the!countries!(Switzerland!and!Scotland!mentioned!a!lot)!and!
journey!of!the!identity.!The!sermon!focused!on!the!importance!of!learning!and!of!
knowledge,!and!as!such!sought!to!teach!the!congregation!about!‘their’!history;!the!
history!of!Presbyterians.!The!sermon!also!talked!about!‘science’!as!a!form!of!
knowledge,!chosen!as!a!belief!system!that!did!not!ask!the!questions,!but!was!
adopted!and!dominant!in!the!society!around!‘them’.!At!various!points!when!
statements!about!science!and!other!beliefs!there!was!laughter!and!agreement!from!
the!congregation.!!
!
Following!the!sermon!and!many!more!songs,!there!is!an!elaborate!offertory!ritual,!
and!lots!of!celebrations!about!the!amount!of!money!raised.!The!behaviour!during!
the!offertory!seemed!to!me!to!be!quite!interesting!L!some!gave!money!into!the!
bucket!quickly!while!others!dallied!(one!lady!seemed!to!run!up!at!the!last!minute)!L!
it!seemed!to!be!very!performative.!I!would!also!say!that!I!noticed!a!degree!of!
performative!behaviour!that!was!gendered!L!women!would!look!at!each!other!and!
laugh!together!at!certain!points,!dancing!would!start!in!the!same!parts!of!the!
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congregation!and!be!joined!in!last!by!the!men!on!the!right,!men!seemed!to!act!
more!seriously!and!each!sat!with!space!between!him!and!other!men,!whereas!
women!were!all!sat!fairly!close!in!a!huddle!(except!for!lady!at!back!with!a!young!
child).!!
!
At!the!end!of!the!service!I!spoke!to!the!leader!of!the!service.!People!all!seemed!to!
acknowledge!me!and!say!hello!after!the!service.!
!
End!of!notes.!
!
!
f.$Luton$Central$Mosque,$Bury$Park$(26th$February$2016)$$
!
Location:!Luton!Central!Mosque,!Bury!Park!
Date:!26th!February!2016!(Friday!1pm)!
!
Luton&Central&Mosque&is&a&central&social/religious&space&in&Bury&Park.&Having&visited&
Luton&Central&Mosque&on&2&occasions&already,&and&spoken&with&a&former&member&of&
the&Mosque&committee,&I&was&invited&to&come&to&prayers&on&26th&February&2016,&to&
then&meet&some&of&the&current&committee,&and&to&be&shown&around&the&site&by&the&
architect&of&the&new&building&project&that&was&happening.&Below&are&the&brief&
observations&that&I&made&from&my&visit;&typed&up&immediately&after&the&visit.&
!
Notes:!
!
When!I!arrived!the!member!of!the!committee!said!I!was!lucky!because!the!architect!
was!there!today,!which!is!rare!and!so!I!would!get!shown!around!the!new!building.!
We!went!around!the!back,!put!on!hard!hats!and!high!visibility!jackets.!We!walked!
up!the!steps.!My!contact!told!me!about!how!this!new!building!was!going!to!allow!
the!community!to!use!the!space.!Offices,!reception,!classrooms!and!multiLpurpose!
halls.!He!explains!to!me!about!religious!guidance!and!how!they!have!to!separate!
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Luton!Central!Mosque!into!a!Masjid!(for!prayers)!and!a!Masala!(for!other!purposes).!
He!tells!me!that!one!top!hall!can!be!used!to!be!rented!by!community!groups,!interL
faith!and!cohesion!events.!He!says!rooms!can!be!rented!for!medical!and!legal!firms.!
He!tells!me!about!the!provision!for!women,!how!there!will!be!space!for!women!to!
pray!and!their!own!entrance!(they!don’t!have!a!space!at!the!moment!because!men!
have!to!pray!on!Friday!and!women!don’t!L!although!he!does!tell!me!that!when!
sisters!come!to!pray,!they!will!keep!them!outside!and!move!men!about!to!make!
separate!space!for!them)!L![There!is!a!piece!of!paper!taped!on!the!door!that!I!notice!
saying!‘females!other!side’].!When!showing!me!the!female!prayer!hall!I!notice!
windows/pillars!to!men’s!area;!my!contact!confirms!that!women!can!see!through!to!
men!when!praying,!but!men!cannot!see!women,!which!is!good!he!says!because!
men!would!be!distracted!by!women.!!
!
Throughout!tour!committee!member!tells!me!that!there!are!community!needs,!
where!Luton!is!lacking;!not!having!a!mortuary!or!hall!for!funerals!(at!the!moment!
he!tells!me!that!people!have!to!clear!their!living!rooms!for!funerals).!With!the!new!
building!I!am!told!that!Luton!Central!Mosque!can!offer!this!service.!He!tells!me!that!
during!funerals,!prayers!and!did!the!space!with!be!very!busy!and!so!they!will!have!
to!make!prayer!hall!expand!to!other!areas.!There!is!also!going!to!be!a!library!on!the!
second!floor;!I!ask!if!this!will!be!for!public!access!L!the!architect!responds!by!saying!
(in!what!I!perceive!as!sarcasm)!“Yeah,!for!anyone!who!is!interested!in!theology”.!
Upstairs!my!contact!then!tells!me!that!they!may!also!have!sports!uses!of!the!hall!
(for!Pool!etc.)!and!that!downstairs!there!will!be!a!gym!for!Yoga!etc.,!and!a!sauna.!
!
When!I!was!down!in!the!basement!seeing!the!gym!and!kitchen!area,!the!architect!
was!with!us.!I!asked!him!how!he!came!up!with!the!design!for!the!building.!He!said,!
“I!just!came!up!with!it”.!I!asked!him!whether!he!consulted!other!people!about!
rooms!or!uses!and!he!said,!“No.!I!just!know!what!the!community!wants”.!
!
Outside!when!my!contact!talks!to!me!about!provisions!for!women,!he!talks!about!
importance!of!giving!autonomy!to!women.!They!‘can’t’!mix!but!they!need!to!give!
them!some!space!apparently.!Additionally,!when!we!talk!about!appropriate!use!of!
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the!space,!he!says!“of!course!we!will!get!final!say!over!what!space!is!used!for.!
We’re!not!going!to!have!Britain!First!coming!saying!we!should!close!the!mosque!
down,!and!we!won’t!allow!people!promoting!homosexuality.!But!I!mean!we!will!
allow!people!for!food!banks,!for!holistic!medicines,!charity!etc…”!
!
An!additional!thing!that!I!notice!today,!given!that!I!was!waiting!for!my!contact!to!
arrive!after!prayers.!There!was!very!little!conversation!outside!the!mosque!
between!the!mosque!users.!People!were!generally!content!to!sit!in!their!cars!and!
wait!to!leave!the!very!busy!mosque!car!park.!Generally,!I!noticed!only!brief!
interactions!and!conversations!between!the!mosque!users.!!
!
End!of!notes.!
!
!
g.$Royal$Courts$of$Justice,$London$(26th$June$2015)$$
!
Location:!Court!37,!Royal!Courts!of!Justice,!London!
Date:!Friday!26th!June!2015!L!11am!
!
I"found"out"that"a"court"hearing"was"going"to"happen"the"day"before"the"Britain"First"
demonstration"in"Luton."This"court"hearing"would"bring"the"leaders"of"Britain"First"to"
stand"against"an"injunction"from"Bedfordshire"Police,"to"try"and"stop"their"
demonstration"in"Luton"on"27th"June"2015."Given"my"interest"in"the"event"for"this"
project,"I"attended"the"court"hearing,"and"took"extensive"notes."Following"are"the"
full"notes"that"I"took"while"in"attendance"as"a"member"of"the"public"at"the"back"of"
the"court"room.""
!
Notes:!
!
Court!session!began!at!11:28am!according!to!my!watch.!
!
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The!Bedfordshire!Police!representative!suggested!that!there!is!no!clear!link!for!why!
the!planned!march!should!be!going!to!Luton.!They!suggest!that!the!reason!for!the!
demo!is!to!cause!stress!and!harassment.!Evidence!for!this!is!supposedly!from!the!
first!video!made!by!Britain!First!on!3rd!January!2015!and!posted!in!the!public!
domain.!This!video!supposedly!causes!harassment,!alarm!and!distress.!
!
Next!the!Bedfordshire!Police!representative!talks!about!Luton!in!Harmony!L!and!
makes!reference!to!their!work!going!to!schools!with!badges!about!harmony!in!the!
town!etc.!L!They!say!that!an!event!that!they!planned!was!cancelled!due!to!march.!
Then!this!is!changed!to!say!that,!actually!it!was!not!cancelled,!but!shareholders!
have!cancelled!(some!of!them)!in!the!last!3!weeks.!
!
Apparently!the!Britain!First!demonstration!was!offered!a!route!for!their!
demonstration,!but!Britain!First!didn’t!engage,!so!they!Police!have!agreed!a!route!
for!the!demo.!The!Police!representative!informs!that!Britain!First!have!been!served!
a!notice;!but!the!Police!intervention!is!not!about!stopping!the!march,!but!because!
“they!are!going!to!speak!at!the!march”.!
!
The!plan!that!the!police!originally!suggested!for!the!march!was!to!make!sure!that!it!
was!not!around!mosques!or!Islamic!cultural!centres.!However,!the!Police!
representative!claims!that!“it!goes!close”!to!mosques;!“any!march!is!going!to!be!
very!close”!they!claim.!However,!the!Police!representative!says!that!they!don’t!seek!
to!stop!the!march.!They!are!seeking!the!injunction!due!to!the!behaviour!of!the!two!
leaders!on!3rd!June!(reference!made!to!transcript).!
!
The!question!was!asked!by!the!judge,!why!was!the!action!called!today!and!not!
before?!Why!not!more!prompt?!
!
The!Police!respond!that!they!“did!consider”!a!sooner!action.!And!in!fact!they!reveal!
that!they!did!a!previous!‘without!notice’!application!(not!known!by!the!leaders!of!
Britain!First).!At!this!revelation!the!judge!raises!their!eyebrows.!This!application!was!
apparently!made!at!4:37pm!on!Friday!19th!June.!However,!it!was!refused,!because!
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there!was!no!evidence!that!the!pair!in!question!were!intending!on!returning!to!
Luton!before!the!27th!June.!!
!
Following!this!there!was!a!little!bit!of!legal!background!explained.!Including!
something!called!the!‘antiLsocial!behaviour!test’.!!
!
There!is!then!the!statement!made!that!this!call!by!Bedfordshire!Police!was!a!
‘statutory!injunction’!and!not!under!civil!procedure!rules.!The!reason!for!this!
injunction!is!that!the!2!individuals!in!question!are!causing!harassment,!harm,!
distress!by!their!behaviour.!Additionally,!there!is!a!worry!about!other!groups!at!the!
demo.!Plus,!to!a!lesser!extent,!the!Luton!in!Harmony!event!will!be!affected.!
!
Additionally,!the!2!individuals!in!question!regularly!visit!mosques.!Their!video!has!
caused!harassment,!harm!and!distress.!Plus!other!things!on!other!occasions.!!
!
The!group!in!question!is!apparently!against!those!who!live!and!reside!in!Luton.!As!
such!it!is!going!to!cause!alarm!and!distress.!It!is!revealed!that!the!group!attended!a!
mosque!on!3rd!June;!and!Bury!Park.!There!are!apparently!also!previous!incidents!
that!show!the!pair’s!behaviour.!
!
The!Police!representative!then!makes!a!mention!to!the!fact!that!they!legislation!is!
very!new,!and!that!their!injunction!is!“not!to!stop!the!march”.!The!march!should!be!
30!minutes!and!constantly!moving.!This!is!because!a!‘march’!is!the!“only!way!it!can!
be!controlled”.!
!
The!Police!representative!says!that!the!2!individuals!have!caused!tension.!Their!
“mere!presence”!in!Luton!will!cause!tension.!Apparently!if!the!2!individuals!hadn’t!
used!words!causing!harassment!and!distress!in!their!videos,!“we!wouldn’t!be!here”!
according!to!the!Police!representative!(as!such!it!is!the!harassment!that!is!the!
reason!for!the!injunction).!
!
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There!is!a!discussion!of!the!policy!of!‘mosque!invasions’!by!the!group!Britain!First.!
The!two!individuals!claim!that!they!have!ceased!doing!this.!However,!Police!
representative!claims!that!they!said!they!had!stopped!this!on!26th!May!2015,!yet!
they!went!past!mosque!on!3rd!June.!There!was!a!bit!of!discussion!about!the!‘going!
in’!to!a!mosque.!The!police!representative!concedes!that!the!group!went!into!
“private!grounds”!of!the!mosque,!but!not!‘in’.!
!
The!defence!then!explains!that!the!two!individuals!are!the!leader!and!deputy!leader!
of!the!political!party.!To!take!away!these!two!from!activity!is!quite!a!“strange!
thing”.!The!group!say!that!they!have!their!own!security.!!
!
There!is!a!quote!read!out!by!the!Police!representative!from!the!Britain!First!video;!
“This!is!our!town,!a!British!town”…!“Why!don’t!you!go!back!to!your!own!country?”.!
The!representative!says!that!with!‘Bury!Park’,!they!don’t!want!people!there!as!part!
of!their!party.!
!
The!call!from!the!Police!representative!is!that!the!group!don’t!have!the!demo!in!
Luton.!On!3rd!June!the!group!inflamed!tension!against!themselves.!According!to!
the!Police,!had!this!not!occurred!on!3rd!June,!then!they!wouldn’t!have!asked!for!an!
injunction.!The!police!action!is!due!to!the!behaviour!of!the!pair!on!3rd!June.!Just!
because!they!are!the!leader!and!deputy!leader,!they!should!not!get!special!
treatment.!!
!
The!video!from!3rd!June!shows!that!the!pair!stayed!there!and!inflamed!tensions!in!
Bury!Park.!As!such!the!accusation!is!that!they!used!their!presence!to!alienate!
people!of!Luton,!and!“in!particular!of!Bury!Park”.!!
!
The!police!representative!says!that!arrangements!have!been!made!by!the!police!to!
deal!with!disorder!L!6!weeks!prior!to!march!this!was!done.!The!Police!apparently!
specified!the!route;!despite!the!fact!that!Britain!First!wanted!to!march!through!the!
town!centre.!The!Britain!First!Deputy!Leader!has!been!briefed!by!the!police!on!the!
route!of!the!march!and!knows!the!points.!!
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!
There!is!a!reference,!and!a!warning!about!the!behaviour!on!the!march;!with!the!
phrase!“animal!behaviour”!used!as!a!prohibitive!warning!to!the!2!individuals.!!
!
However,!it!is!revealed!by!the!defence!that!there!is!no!evidence!to!suggest!that!the!
attendance!of!the!two!individuals!will!be!public!disorder.!!
!
The!route!will!be!abided!by!according!to!the!representative!of!the!two!individuals.!
!
Then!there!is!explanation!for!the!video!and!location!of!the!3rd!June.!Apparently!the!
video!being!made!was!a!“documentary!being!made”!commissioned!by!the!BBC.!The!
film!made!by!the!2!individuals!had!a!film!crew!filming!in!the!car!behind!them.!The!
BBC!film!crew!asked!the!Britain!First!pair!to!pose!by!the!mosque!for!60!seconds.!
This!BBC!program!was!apparently!due!for!a!September!2015!release.!!
!
The!group!stand!by!the!claim!that!the!policy!of!‘mosque!invasion’!has!ceased!(since!
July!2014)!when!a!certain!member!left.!!
!
The!group!claim!that!the!injunction!against!them!is!dangerous.!Without!the!
presence!of!the!leader!and!deputy!leader!of!the!group!it!will!be!a!rudderless!group!
that!marches.!There!will!be!noLone!accountable,!and!thus!there!will!be!more!
danger.!
!
There!is!a!response!to!the!Luton!in!Harmony!event.!The!two!individuals!reveal!that!
they!were!not!aware!of!this!at!all.!The!presumption!of!the!group!is!that!the!police!
will!keep!conflict!away!from!the!march.!Additionally,!the!representative!of!the!two!
individuals!says!that!Britain!First!has!a!trained!security!team!to!keep!order!and!to!
minimise!any!public!disorder.!
!
The!police!representative!responds!by!saying!that!the!Luton!in!Harmony!event!is!an!
annual!event.!
!
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Additionally,!they!claim!that!the!footage!from!3rd!June!is!not!part!of!a!
documentary.!
!
The!claim!is!that!the!attendance!of!the!two!individuals!in!Luton!will!cause!
problems;!“They!stand!against!harmony”.!
!
There!is!a!discussion!of!the!power!of!arrest!order!(pending)!against!the!banner!that!
the!group!has!been!seen!holding!that!says!“Britain!First!L!No!more!mosques”.!
!
The!judge!explains!that!they!are!anxious!about!the!‘no!more!mosques’!banner.!!
!
As!a!result,!the!hearing!is!decided!that!there!will!be!an!injunction!to!prevent!the!2!
individuals!entering!mosques!or!Islamic!centres!and!private!grounds!without!
written!consent.!And!no!distribution!or!display!of!words!of!religious!hatred.!!
However,!the!judge!refuses!to!stop!the!pair!entering!in!to!Luton!preventing!their!
presence!on!the!march.!Apparently!this!order!will!continue!until!the!full!hearing!
happens.!
!
There!is!a!further!order!that!is!applied!L!forbidding!the!Britain!First!group!from!
having!the!no!more!mosques!banner!(or!any!words!to!that!affect)!L!a!power!of!
arrest!is!attached!to!this.!
!
The!Police!representative!then!say!that!they!are!concerned!about!speeches!made!
by!the!2!individuals!and!so!call!for!there!to!be!no!speeches!made.!However,!the!
judge!says,!cannot!make!this!order.!Public!order!act!must!be!honoured!on!
speeches.!!
!
End!of!notes!
!
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